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Abstract
With the development of imaging analysis techniques, flurry of applications associated
with it has been hatched. In this paper, image analysis on both organ and cellular levels will be
demonstrated. For organ level images, a deep learning based computer aided lung cancer diagnosis
based on computer tomography images is studied. Deep learning techniques have been extensively
used in computerized pulmonary nodule analysis recent years. Many reported studies still utilized
hybrid methods for diagnosis, in which convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used only as
one part of the pipeline, and the whole system still needs either traditional image processing
modules or human intervention to obtain the final results. In this paper, we introduced a fast and
fully-automated end-to-end system that can efficiently segment the precise lung nodule contours
from the raw thoracic CT scans. Our proposed system has three major modules: candidate nodule
detection with Faster regional-CNN (R-CNN), candidate merging and false positive (FP) reduction
with CNN, nodule segmentation with customized fully convolutional neural network (FCN). The
entire system has no human interaction or database specific design. The average runtime is about
16 seconds per scan on a standard workstation. The nodule detection accuracy is 91.4% and 94.6%
with an average of 1 and 4 false positives (FPs) per scan. The average dice coefficient of nodule
segmentation compared to the groundtruth is 0.793.
For cellular level images, we studied localization algorithms on supperresolution
localization microscopy to improve resolutions. Localization algorithms play a significant role in
determining the accuracy in super resolution fluorescence imaging. A primary challenge is that
choosing the right algorithm depends on users’ prior knowledge about their specific imaging
system. We introduce a Deep Matching method that combines convolutional neural networks to
process raw images together with several conventional localization algorithms to calculate
fluorophore positions. This method not only improves the localization accuracy, but also removes
the dependence of accuracy on the algorithm chosen by the user. Our results also indicate the
possibility to overcome the practical limit of the Cramér-Rao lower bound in the low signal-tov

noise ratio regime with Deep Matching processed images. Furthermore, inspired by the nature of
the point spread function (PSF) in defocused images that have ring structures, they can be used to
localize the 3D position of single particles by calculating the ring center (x & y) and radius (z).
Since there is no well-developed mathematical model for a defocused PSF, it is difficult to perform
fitting based algorithm in such images. A new particle localization algorithm based on radial
symmetry and ellipse fitting is developed to localize the centers and radii of defocused PSFs. Our
method can localize the 3D position of a fluorophore within 20 nm precision in three dimensions
in a range of 40 µm in z dimension from defocused 2D images.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Image, a visual format to represent, measure, and reproduce a large variety of objects from
different levels, is strongly associate with majority of scientific subjects. In terms of biomedical
field, the development of methodologies and techniques of imaging has been revolutionarily
expanding the horizon of discoveries. In the field of medical diagnosis, with the development of
x-rays, computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography, precise clinical diagnosis and intervention for organ level of interior of body can be
conducted. Over the several decades, medical imaging have been expanded in numerous branches,
from the hardware to software. Image analysis, as a tip of iceberg, plays more and more significant
role. The overall goal is to help radiologists to acquire direct and indirect imaging biomarkers so
that more efficient and precise diagnostic decisions can be made. As for the field of microscopy,
the development of some microscopy techniques such as two-photon fluorescence microscopy
(TPFM), temporal focusing two-photon microscopy (TFM), and other superresolution
microscopies, can explore specimens at cellular level with image resolution as high as nanometers.
Image analysis on those microscopy images can improve both image quality and spatial resolution,
which helps to retrieve much deeper and more detailed information from the raw scanned images.
In this paper, we will discuss the applications of image analysis on both organ and cellular levels
of images. For organ level images, fully-automated lung cancer diagnosis based on CT images will
be demonstrated. For cellular level images, we will study image analysis algorithms on super
resolution localization microscopy to improve the localization resolution from noisy raw images.
The background and some state-of-the-art approaches from literatures will be discussed as follows.
1.1 Computer Aided Lung Cancer Diagnosis
Worldwide, lung cancer has been having the leading mortality rate of cancer deaths in both
males and females for decades with 1.2 million global deaths a year (Fitzmaurice et al., 2017). Due
to the inconspicuous symptoms, the majority of lung cancer cases are diagnosed at distant stages
with only 4% five-year survival rate (Siegel et al., 2018). Early detection of suspicious pulmonary
1

nodules is crucial to improve the life quality of lung cancer patients. Currently, computed
tomography (CT) is considered the best and most widely used imaging modality for early detection
and analysis of lung nodules. However, because of the complicated morphological and anatomical
appearance of nodules, the nodule identification would be largely dependent on the skill,
experience, and vigor of the radiologists (Winkels and Cohen, 2018). After identifying the nodule,
precise segmentation is significant for clinical measurements (such as diameter and volume),
which objectively provides repeatability of diagnosis and consistency of image interpretation (Liu
et al., 2018). Therefore, a fast and fully-automated computer aided detection (CAD) system on
nodule detection and segmentation with limited number of false positives (FPs) will dramatically
decrease the workload of radiologists as well as the cost of treatment.
1.1.1 Nodule Detection
For nodule detection many published works proposed a two-stage system, which includes
a candidate screening step to rapidly extract nodule regions from pulmonary parenchyma and
remove other structures, and a false positive (FP) reduction step to massively eliminate FP
candidates from the detected ones until reaching clinically acceptable performance. Ge et al.
(2005) used adaptive weighted k-means clustering to segment suspicious candidates, and reduced
FPs by combing 3D gradient field and ellipsoid features with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
classifier. Li et al. (2008) added a multiscale selective filter to enhance nodule and simultaneously
suppress normal structures, and then a rule-based classifier was used to reduce FPs based on six
shape features and twelve intensity features extracted from the enhanced images. Tan et al. (2011)
improved the performance of candidate screening by introducing a maxima of the divergence of
the normalized gradient (DNG) to find centers of nodule candidates with a merging stage to
remove duplicates and further reduce the number of FPs. Forty-five invariant features, defined on
a gauge coordinates system, are used to differentiate nodules from large amount of FPs. Finally, a
novel feature-selective classifier based on genetic algorithms and artificial neural networks (FDNEAT) was first implemented to improve the flexibility and adaptability of a classifier. Its
2

performance was compared with that of two other classifiers based on support vector machines
(SVMs) and fixed-topology artificial neural networks (ANNs). Even though these traditional
machine learning algorithms achieved remarkable accuracy in nodule detection, some
disadvantages including but not limited to arduous human interventions, slow computation time,
and mediocre representation capability of hand-crafted features obstruct the further development
of traditional CAD system to deal with the large variations of lung nodules from real clinical CT
scans. Recently, deep learning techniques in particular convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
motivate flurry of researchers to develop powerful and robust algorithms on pulmonary nodule
detection, which outperform many traditional machine learning approaches (Anirudh et al., 2016;
Tajbakhsh and Suzuki, 2017; Sun et al., 2017a; Ypsilantis and Montana, 2016; Fu et al., 2017;
Hamidian et al., 2017; Winkels and Cohen, 2018; Zhu et al., 2018). Setio et al. (2016) delineated
multi-view 2D CNNs by taking advantage of nine symmetric planes of nodule cubes without
increasing the network complexity. It is fed with nodule candidates obtained by three individual
candidate screening algorithms that are exclusively designed for solid, subsolid, and large nodules
respectively. The best detection accuracy is achieved by applying a dedicated mix-fusion method.
Inspired by the 3D nature of pulmonary nodules, Huang et al. (2017) exploited a single-scale 3D
CNNs to encode much richer and more comprehensive spatial contextual information compared
with conventional 2D CNNs. Dou et al. (2017a) significantly boosted the detection accuracy
through a multi-level 3D CNNs. In order to cover the large variations of nodules with different
sizes of receptive fields, three independent 3D CNNs were involved to learn discriminative
features for small, medium, and large size of nodules, respectively. It is a generic 3D CNNs
framework that can in principle transfer to other applications to extract targets from variety of
complicated mimics. Dou et al. (2017b) proposed a novel two-stage 3D CNN for end-to-end
nodule detection with a 3D FCN based nodule candidates screening and a 3D hybrid-loss residual
learning based FP reduction. They first tackled the severe imbalance problem of hard and easy
samples by employing an online sample filtering scheme. This dynamic scheme naturally splits
hard and easy samples based on the loss of each forward propagation of training, so that the training
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convergence can be fastened. Ding et al. (2017) provided a combination of a 2D Faster R-CNN
for the initial nodule candidate detection and a 3D CNN for FP reduction. The Faster R-CNN based
nodule detection optimally ensured the sensitivity while maintaining low number of FPs. Jin et al.
(2018) constructed a 27-layer 3D residual CNNs, which is much deeper and more effective than
the traditional 3D CNNs. A spatial pooling and cropping (SPC) layer ensures the capability of
learning multi-level contextual information using a single-scale 3D CNNs architecture. Such
design overcomes the restriction of tedious parameter tuning while dealing with model fusion, and
drastically accelerates the training and testing process. Moreover, an online hard sample selection
(OHSS) unlocks the potential of network to detect extreme nodules with complex morphological
characteristics. Table 1.1 lists some representative pulmonary nodule detection approaches. Even
though flurry of powerful contributions have been proposed regarding pulmonary nodule,
however, due to the nature of the prevalent two-stage nodule detection framework, some
unignorable drawbacks still occur. First, the candidate screening, which should ideally detect all
the suspicious nodule candidates, determines the upper-bound sensitivity of the entire CAD
system. But morphological difference of nodules makes it impossible to achieve the optimal
performance based on single or multiple hand-crafted mathematical models (Murphy et al., 2009;
Jacobs et al., 2014; Setio et al., 2015), and the tedious experiment-based parameter adjustment
restricts the applications onto real clinical trials. Moreover, the suboptimal segmentation of lung
parenchyma negatively impacts the candidate screening especially for juxtapleural nodules (Dai
et al., 2015). Second, because of the serial algorithm structure with many subcomponents, the long
computation time stands out as another demerit. Therefore, a simpler and more independent nodule
detection framework is urgently desired.
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Table 1.1: A select listing of pulmonary nodule detection algorithms

1.1.2 Nodule Segmentation
Because of the critical clinical value in nodule segmentation, a growing numbers of
pulmonary nodule segmentation algorithms have been proposed in literature. They can be roughly
categorized into four types: 1) Threshold based methods (Reeves et al., 2006; Magalhães Barros
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Netto et al., 2012; Tachibana et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2016). For instance, Tachibana et al. (2006)
designed a coarse-to-fine scheme that consists of a rough segmentation step using multiple fixed
thresholds to roughly identify the nodule regions and a precise segmentation step using a
watershed-based algorithm to remove the unnecessary structures attached to them. 2) Morphology
based methods (Kubota et al., 2011; Dehmeshki et al., 2008; Vijaya Kishore et al., 2013; Lassen
et al., 2015). For example, Dehmeshki et al. (2008) presented an efficient sphericity-oriented
region growing algorithm applied on the fuzzy connectivity mask created by a connectivity region
growing technique with only one single seed point provided by the user. 3) Statistical model based
method (Wang et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2014; Tan. et al., 2013; Mao et al., 2018). Tan et al. (2013)
utilized a hybrid algorithm combining marker-controlled watershed, geometric active contours as
well as Markov random ﬁeld (MRF). Similar to the method Tachibana et al. proposed, they
imposed watershed method to generate an initial surface of nodule, followed by the refinement of
active contours. And MRF optimally estimates the texture distribution of ground glass opacity, so
that it improves the segmentation accuracy for this portion. 4) Clustering methods based on
traditional machine learning (Van Ginneken, 2006; Tuinstra, 2008; Messay et al., 2015). Messay
et al. (2015) proposed a selective regression neural network (RNN) based algorithm with both
fully-automated and semi-automated options. The feature learning process using RNN can
automate the parameter setting for each nodule based on the learned features. Table 1.2 lists some
state-of-the-art methods. However, the majority of the aforementioned methods perform well only
on specific type of nodules (e.g. solitary pulmonary nodule) or on relatively small size of dataset,
which cannot satisfy the variety and complexity of pulmonary nodules. In addition, most of the
methods still need human interventions, which largely undermine the purpose of CAD systems.
Finally, in order to achieve optimal performance, most of the techniques require massive iterations
and parameter tunings, which to a large extent, slow down the overall computation process.
Recently, the success of semantic segmentation in computer vision field based on fully
convolutional neural networks (FCNs) (Long et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018;
Lekić et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) attracts some researchers to concentrate on the application of
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pulmonary nodule segmentation. Wu et al. (2018) firstly deployed an interpretable and multi-task
CNNs model to segment and classify pulmonary nodules by feeding 3D patches and achieved the
state-of-the-art performance. However, most of current deep learning based algorithms still rely
on several preprocessing steps such as lung parenchyma segmentation, which decrease the level
of automation.
Table 1.2: A select listing of pulmonary nodule segmentation algorithms

1.1.3 Nodule Malignancy Prediction
Fully-automated nodule malignancy prediction is demanding to alleviate non-invasive
cancer treatment. In this paper, we introduced both traditional machine learning based and deep
learning based approaches for nodule malignancy prediction. A single CT examination can
generate up to 700 axial images creating a challenging task for image interpretation. From the
reported literature, most research groups are mainly analyzing lung images via two-dimensional
(2D) features either from only one single representative slice or from multiple slices. In addition,
three-dimensional (3D) features are more descriptive than 2D features because they provide not
only the complete information on every slice but also the connections between adjacent slices. A
few researchers investigated 3D texture features to distinguish benign and malignant lung nodules.
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In this study, we analyzed application of 3D texture features to classify lung nodules into different
malignancy levels. To the best of our knowledge, no other research group has reported usage of
3D texture features to differentiate lung nodule malignancy levels. In addition, convolutional
neural network (CNN) has been a trending technique for image analysis and computer vision in
recent years. Some preliminary studies on medical images using deep learning algorithms have
shown promising performances. This deep structured architecture gives computer the possibility
to automatically learn features at multiple levels of abstraction without using human-crafted
features. Each hierarchy layer of features is weighted combinations of lower level features. The
structure of hundreds of neurons in each layer represents human brain’s perception. However,
applying deep learning algorithms to medical images remains many obstacles: First, deep learning
algorithms usually contains a huge number of parameters, and the fine-tuning process requires
large amount of training data. Many other computer vision tasks using deep learning algorithms
have more than 1 million data, but for medical images, the data is difficult and expensive to collect
and label. Second, convolutional neural network requires the input image of the same size, but the
region of interest (ROI) usually has different sizes according to the actual size of suspicious area.
Third, compared to other computer vision tasks the images usually are visually easily classified by
human, the medical images are hard to diagnosis and read, even the well-trained radiologists can
have very different diagnosis results with each other. The complexity character of medical images
makes it more difficult to train a deep learning algorithm. In this study, we designed a novel
scheme using CNN on lung CT images nodule diagnosis, and this scheme considered the three
factors mentioned above. By sharing the experiences and tricks we used for lung nodule diagnosis,
we hope it can be helpful for other medical image related deep learning study as well.
1.2 Superresolution Localization Microscopy
Super-resolution localization microscopy, such as photoactivated localization microscopy
(PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et
al., 2006), has revolutionized the field of fluorescence microscopy. Localization microscopy
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reaches resolution in the nanometer range by combining photoswitching mechanisms to
sequentially image different fluorophores and algorithms to calculate their positions precisely. The
development of localization algorithms for super resolution has been a key aspect in this research,
and the imaging accuracy largely depends on the algorithm being used (Deschout et al., 2014;
Small et al., 2014; Sage et al., 2015). Most current algorithms are based on either fitting the image
of a single particle with a known point spread function (PSF) model or non-fitting approaches such
as calculating the centroid of a particle PSF (Babcock et al., 2017). In addition, since localization
microscopy is a two-dimensional wide-field imaging modality using CCD camera as the detector,
acquiring three-dimensional (3D) super resolution image needs sophisticated PSF engineering to
represent the depth information in the distinct characteristics of the microscope’s PSFs, such as
astigmatism (Huang et al., 2008), double helix (Pavani et al., 2009), Airy function (Jia et al., 2014),
saddle-point, tetrapod (Shechtman et al., 2015; Shechtman et al., 2016), etc., which require
appropriate fitting algorithms to retrieve such information. Choosing the right localization
algorithm depends on the users’ prior knowledge of the imaging system, such as the PSF, noise,
and fluorophore properties. Such prior knowledge cannot be obtained perfectly in most real life
experiments. Also the signal-to-ratio (SNR) of the raw images in super resolution experiments is
typically low due to the requirement that only a few fluorophores can be turned on stochastically
within the acquisition time of one frame of image. Therefore, learning noise model directly from
image itself instead of building complicated mathematical model that optimizes specific type of
noise and with good accuracy under low SNR conditions can significantly improve the imaging
speed and localization accuracy. Recently, a number of researches conducted deep learning based
localization algorithms (Ouyang et al., 2018; Aristov et al., 2018; Schnitzbauer et al., 2018; Nehme
et al., 2019; Hershko et al, 2019; Sage et al., 2019). However, such methods are sensitive to many
constraints, such as the shape of PSF0 and the appearance of reconstructed image. An independent
preprocessing step that is compatible to any localization-based methods is desired.
Another approach to obtain depth information from a 2D image is based on defocused
imaging. The PSF in a defocused image is made of a central spot and multiple concentric rings
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due to Fresnel diffraction (Speidel et al., 2003). The radii of the rings are correlated to the defocus
level, thus the depth (z) information. By locating the centroid and measuring the radius of the
outermost ring the 3D position of a single fluorophore can be determined. Such defocused imaging
has been used to track single particles with Ångström accuracy (Huhle et al., 2015). Recently we
have developed a temporal focusing two-photon microscope that can track single fluorophores at
nanometer precision with a depth range of 100 µm (Ding et al., 2016). The temporal focusing twophoton microscope is a wide-field 2D imaging modality. It can achieve z-sectioning capability
(axial resolution on the order a few micrometers) by stretching the femtosecond laser pulse in
temporal domain before the objective lens and compressing it to its shortest temporal width at the
focal plane of the objective (Oron et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2005). When a fluorophore is out of the
focal plane, it forms a defocused image on the CCD camera. We have implemented the same
calculation method to obtain its 3D position at 50 nm precision from such defocused images.
There are two obstacles preventing the wide adoption of defocused imaging for 3D
localization. First, to our best knowledge, there is no well-developed mathematical model for a
defocused PSF (Gibson et al., 1989), which makes it difficult to develop localization algorithms
based on fitting a known PSF. Second, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a defocused image is
substantially lower than that in an in-focus image, since the emitted light is spread out and detected
by many pixels of the CCD camera instead of only a few. Furthermore, the excitation efficiency
is usually lower than that in in-focus imaging. Therefore, developing novel localization algorithms
will greatly improve the capability of defocusing imaging in 3D localization of particles.
Recently deep learning has achieved stellar performance in pattern recognition and
decision making. Central to this success is the convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture
with deep layered structure (LeCun et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). The layers
in CNNs are restricted to perform convolutions, which greatly reduces the number of parameters
to be learned. In image processing CNNs have been applied to image and video super-resolution
where a high-resolution image is obtained from the input of only a single frame low-resolution
image (Dong et al., 2016; Kappeler et al., 2016). In biomedical imaging research the same concept
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has been applied on improving the resolution of optical microscopic images (Rivenson et al.,
2017). Most recently CNNs were used to obtain super resolution PALM/STORM images from a
sequence of raw images without using the conventional single molecule detection and localization
processes (Nehme et al., 2018; Boyd et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Ouyang et al., 2018). The
obtained image resolution is comparable to the resolution obtained with conventional algorithms.
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Chapter 2: Computer Aided Lung Cancer Diagnosis
In this section, we propose a CNNs based algorithm to automatically detect and segment
pulmonary nodules with very limited number of FPs. Comparing with methods using the original
nodule patch only, our method improves the area under the curve (AUC) malignancy prediction
by 4% with the combination of the original nodule patch, the segmented nodule patch highlighting
the shape, and the gradient of nodule patch highlighting the texture with accurate boundary
information provided (Sun et al., 2017b). To our best knowledge, this is one of the first works that
exploit pure 2D CNNs based algorithm for pulmonary nodule segmentation from the raw CT scan
without any manual settings. The output is the corresponding nodule masks with high overlapping
ratio compared to radiologists’ markings. This study is the follow up study of our previous
researches (Qian et al., 1993; DeVore et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007; Ye et al.,
2013; Sun et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2016, 2017c, 2017d, 2017e). The reason of using 2D axial slice
instead of 3D volume in our system is three-fold. First, a powerful deep learning model relies on
large amount of training data. However, due to the stressful workload of manual nodule
identification, the available thoracic CT scans with high quality groundtruth annotations are still
insufficient to train a robust and discriminative deep learning network. Since a nodule may appear
in several neighboring 2D slices of a single CT scan, using 2D instead of 3D slices will naturally
augment the size of training set without manual data augmentation process. Second, 3D deep
learning models will exponentially add computation complexity compare to 2D models. Therefore,
some models require image down sampling or cropping (Jin et al., 2018) to compensate the
massive memory consumption. This requirement, to some extent, restricts the feasibility of 3D
models on common workstation with limited GPU resources. Third, transfer learning (Weiss et
al., 2016; Long et al., 2016) can be performed based on some fine-tuned 2D models such as
VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016),
significantly accelerates the convergence of training, boosts the performance, and cuts down the
computation complexity.
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2.0 Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that, with the implementation of traditional image processing techniques
and machine learning algorithms, pulmonary nodules from CT images can be precisely detected,
segmented, and predicted. And such achievement can be served as an objective assistant for
radiologists to make better diagnosis and treatment plans.
2.1 Dataset
Similar to most of aforementioned literatures, we train and evaluate our fully-automated
system on a large publicly available dataset, organized by Lung Image Database Consortium image
collection (LIDC-IDRI) (Armato III et al., 2015, Armato et al., 2011, Clark et al., 2013) with 1,018
scans from seven academic centers and eight medical imaging companies. The slice thickness of
these scans is ranging from 0.6 mm to 5.0 mm. For each scan, four experienced radiologists
performed two-phase nodule assessment and recorded the detailed nodule information such as
boundary coordinates, malignancy level etc. into an XML file. In this data set three types of lesions
are included: non-nodule, small nodule (< 3 mm), and large nodule (≥ 3 mm). According to some
clinical recommendations (Aberle et al., 2011), we only consider large nodules (≥ 3 mm) in our
study. The pre-filtering strategy proposed in the Lung Nodule Analysis 2016 (LUNA16) challenge
only selected nodules with the consensus of at least three out of four radiologists with slice
thickness no more than 2.5 mm. As a consequence, 888 CT scans with 1,186 nodules are involved.
2.2 Methodology
The framework of our proposed nodule segmentation algorithm is shown in Figure 2.1. It
can be simply divided into four main components: 1) 2D Faster R-CNN based candidate detection
to rapidly locate pulmonary nodule patches; 2) merging overlapping candidates by combining 2D
patches with close Euclidean distances; 3) traditional three-layer 2D CNN based FP reduction to
further eliminate FPs; and 4) modified FCNs based nodule segmentation to precisely segment the
initial nodule mask. The geometric centers of detected nodules will guide the system to refine the
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segmentation and output the final nodule segmentation result. The more detailed explanation of
each component is provided below.

Figure 2.1: Top level framework of CNNs based nodule detection and segmentation system.
2.2.1 Preprocessing
In order to reduce memory consumption, we assigned -1000 HU (air) as lower bound and
+3000 HU (bone) as upper bound, then applied a linear mapping to convert the original signed 16bit CT volume scans into 8-bit intensity values in the range of 0-255. This is the only preprocessing
work in our proposed approach.
2.2.2 Faster R-CNN based nodule detection
The Faster R-CNN model evolved from Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015), which is mainly
composed of a region proposal network (RPN) to propose potential regions of objects and an object
detection network (ODN) to classify the region proposals from RPN. The new contribution of
Faster R-CNN is that RPN and ODN can share the same convolutional layers, which enabled a
more unified system to run at near real-time frame rates on natural images without performance
loss (Ren et al., 2017). Based on our experiments, it is fully convertible to be applied on nodule
detection after conducting several modifications. The network architecture is shown in Figure 2.2.
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To accelerate training convergence and save computation workload, we reused the weights
of first five groups of convolutional and pooling layers with a total of thirteen consecutive
convolutional (Conv) and five pooling layers from a pretrained VGG16 model, and the calculated
feature maps are shared with both RPN and ODN training. For RPN, we utilized a small network
by sliding a 3×3 window at a time over the shared feature space to convert this feature map to a
512-dimension feature vector followed by a ReLU layer (Nair and Hinton, 2010). We implement
the aforementioned small network by a 3 × 3 convolutional layer. After two sibling 1 × 1
convolutional layers, an RPN regression (rpn_reg) layer outputs the bounding box coordinates of
each proposal, and an RPN classification layer (rpn_cls) estimates the probability of the proposal
being a nodule. The design of anchors ensures the capability to parallelly predict multiple nodule
proposals at each sliding window location. Different from common objects in natural images with
big sizes and elongated shapes, the nodules are with relatively small and square boundaries.
Therefore, we used a fixed scale ratio (1:1) and removed the other scale ratios in original RPN
design, and implemented seven anchors with ascending common differences: 4×4, 6×6, 10×10,
16×16, 24×24, 36×36, 52×52 to fit the size variations of nodules. Because of the sparse
distribution of nodules, we also adopt non-maximum suppression (NMS) based on the scores of
rpn_cls with intersection over union (IoU) threshold of 0.7 between groundtruth and RPN
proposals. NMS massively reduces the number of proposals and also potentially improves the
detection accuracy, since high-density proposals may cause RPN to identify many surrounding
regions that partially overlapped with true nodules (please see Figure 2.3 as an example). The
learnt proposals from RPN are fed into ODN for further classifications.
Taking the proposals predicted by RPN, the ODN is involved to serve as a binary classifier
to determine nodule regions using the architecture of traditional CNNs. A ROI pooling layer is
imposed to map each proposal to a smaller feature map by implementing max pooling operation
of the values in a fixed 7×7 sub-window. Then two 4096-way fully-connected layers (FC1 and
FC2) are conducted to produce a lower dimension feature vector, followed by two independent
Softmax layers to output bounding boxes and probability scores of predicted nodules (box_reg and
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box_cls). In Faster R-CNN, RPN and ODN are mutually finetuned by adopting a pragmatic fourstep alternating training procedure (Ren et al., 2017). As such, we achieved a unified network with
sharing convolutional layers for RPN and ODN and the loss function for a single batch of N images
is defined as follows.
1
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1

1

1
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𝑏𝑟
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ℒ𝑡 = 𝑁 [N ∑𝑖 ℒ𝑟 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖∗ ) + N ∑𝑖 ℒ𝑐 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖∗ ) + N ∑𝑗 ℒ𝑟 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑡𝑗∗ ) + N ∑𝑗 ℒ𝑐 (𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗∗ ) ]
ℒ𝑟 (𝑡, 𝑡 ∗ ) = R(𝑡 − 𝑡 ∗ )
ℒ𝑐 (𝑝, 𝑝∗ ) = −𝑙𝑜𝑔 [𝑝𝑝∗ + (1 − 𝑝)(1 − 𝑝∗ )]

(1)
(2)
(3)

where N𝑟𝑟 , N𝑟𝑐 , N𝑏𝑟 , and N𝑏𝑐 are numbers of inputs in rpn_reg, rpn_cls, box_reg, box_cls
layers respectively, ℒr and ℒc represent loss associated the regression and classification layers,
𝑡𝑖 represents the four coordinates of predicted nodule proposal, 𝑡𝑖∗ is the coordinates of the
corresponding groundtruth nodule, 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑖∗ denote the predicted and true probability of
current anchor to be a nodule in RPN. Similarly, 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑡𝑗∗ , 𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗∗ implicit the same concepts in
ODN. Besides, R is a robust loss function (smooth 𝐿1 loss) explained in (Girshick, 2015).

Figure 2.2: The architecture of proposed Faster R-CNN based nodule detection
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of nodule candidate detection with and without non-maximum
suppression (NMS) operation. (a) Nodule candidates without NMS operation. (b) Nodule
candidates with NMS operation. (c) and (d) are zoom-in view of the region marked by yellow
dashed square in (a) and (b). The predicted nodule candidates by Faster R-CNN are marked by red
solid squares with the classification probability on top of them. Note that only the candidates with
classification probability of nodules larger than 0.7 are displayed in this example. With NMS
operation, our system successfully detects a ground glass opacity (GGO) nodule without partially
overlapped duplicates.
2.2.3 Merging of overlapping nodule candidates
After Faster R-CNN, most nodule candidates can be detected. However, a single nodule
may appear in several slices, therefore it may have more than one candidate representing the same
nodule especially for some nodules with blurry edges. Based on some intuitive observations, these
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candidates will lie in close proximity to each other. Thus, a simple and computation-efficient
merging operation is implemented by recursively combining candidates within five voxels of each
other until no further merge is needed. This merging procedure ensures that a single nodule is
identified within a single 2D slice rather than multiple slices alongside each other, dramatically
decreases the number of unnecessary detections, and fastens the processing speed of the following
FP reduction since the base number of candidates are lowered.
2.2.4 CNN based false positive reduction
With the nodule candidates extracted by Faster R-CNN, true nodule regions are
successfully identified with small amount of FPs. However, the existence of FPs still prohibits the
use of CAD system in clinical practice. Considering the requirement of computation time and the
advantages of Faster R-CNN component, a simple 2D CNN based classifier is sufficient to handle
FP reduction task. Based on our previous work (Sun et al., 2017a) with the addition of multi-view
nodule patches obtained from nine symmetrical planes presented in a previous work (Setio et al.,
2016), an individual CNN with three pairs of convolution-pooling layers and one fully-connected
layer is implemented. The loss is calculated by using the cross-entropy error, and weights are
updated using mini-batches of 128 images. Then the testing is incorporated based on the Faster RCNN initial candidate detection results. The kernel size for each convolutional layer is 5×5, 3×3,
and 3×3 and the numbers of filters are 24, 48, 64, respectively. The input image size is 64×64 for
both training and testing sets. After FP reduction step, the occurrence of FPs is largely decreased
while maintaining a high detection sensitivity. Since the FP reduction network will be executed
after Faster R-CNN initial candidate detection, different initial candidate FP levels with
corresponding sensitivity may cause variations on the overall performance. In order to achieve the
best performance, we empirically set three initial candidate FP levels (small, medium, large) and
individually employ FP reduction on each FP level.
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2.2.5 Modified FCN based nodule segmentation
FP reduction eliminated the most unlikely nodule candidates detected by Faster R-CNN.
Among the remaining candidates, the 100 by 100 patches containing the nodule detection
bounding boxes are created. Compared to FP reduction network that conducts a single imagewise
two-class classification, more precise pixelwise classification is performed for segmentation
purpose. Therefore, larger receptive field with richer background texture is needed. The modified
deconvolutional neural network (Long et al., 2015) is used to generate the detailed nodule
segmentation contour. In this experiment, the VGG16 is imposed as the backbone, and the weights
of all the convolutional layers are initiated by ImageNet VGG16 pretrained model, while the
weights of the later deconvolutional layers are randomized. In VGG16, there are five groups of
convolutional layers altogether (Conv1 to Conv5), and each group contains a few consecutive
convolutional layers. The original FCN used three convolutional layers (Conv3, Conv4 and
Conv7) to generate the segmentation results. Since the lower convolutional layers have higher
resolution, incorporating these layers should help with segmentation precision. In this study, two
extra rounds of training are added to FCN training procedure to incorporate the first two
convolutional layers (Conv1 and Conv2) to deconvolutional networks as well. The architecture of
our modified FCN is shown in Figure 2.4.
To initiate the FCN, the ImageNet VGG16 weights are downloaded and a classification
FCN is trained based on it. Each convolutional layer provides the local neighborhood information
of the image, and each pooling layer down-samples the image by the stride of 2. To fine tune the
VGG16, the third fully connected layer (fc8) is removed, and the output node is set to 2 since our
dataset has two subsets: nodule and non-nodule. Then all the fully connected layers are converted
to convolutional layers, and all the weights are preserved in the transformed model.
Then the fine-tuned VGG16 weights are used to initiate FCN32s, and an extra
deconvolutional layer connected to the last convolutional layer is initialized with random noise
attached to the end. Then we up sample the deconvolutional layer result by 2 to generate the
FCN32s segmentation mask. The added deconvolutional layer and up sampling layer can be
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considered as a block, after FCN32s being trained, another block is attached to the end to train
FCN16s. Because there is another up sample layer in FCN16s compared to FCN32s, the original
deconvolutional results are twice as large. Different deconvolutional results are up sampled to the
identical size as the original image, and concatenated together to generate the segmentation output.
The whole process is repeated 5 times so the FCN2s output has the same size and resolution of the
original image. All the deconvolutional layers are up sampled at the same size and concatenated
together. Compared to original FCN8s, our model utilizes the lower level convolution results thus
yielding higher resolutions and preserved the details of the nodule. Since segmentation is indeed a
pixel wise classification task, we still use cross entropy loss as the loss function during the FCN
training.

Figure 2.4: The architecture of our modified FCN
2.2.6 Postprocessing
The final segmentation results are obtained after the fusion of detected nodule centers and
initial segmentation masks to remove non-nodule segmentations. This fusion operation only
selects the corresponding segmented object with shortest Euclidean distances between detected
nodule center and object centers in the initial segmentation mask.
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2.2.7 Malignancy Level Analysis
In this section, we developed both machine learning based and deep learning based
classification for malignancy levels. For machine learning based classification, we not only
distinguish benign and malignant nodules but also distinguish different malignancy level cases
individually. For CNNs based classification, we selected manual markings from the consensus of
four radiologists and distinguish benign and malignant nodules.
. For majority of the nodules, four experienced thoracic radiologists diagnosed them and
marked the boundary of each nodule with the greatest in-plane dimension larger than 3 mm.
Besides the nodule boundary information, other nodule characteristics such as subtlety, internal
texture, and likelihood of malignancy were also included in the annotation files. All the selected
nodules were marked by all four radiologists. Because of the inter-observer variation in defining
nodule boundaries, we chose the union region from the markings of all the radiologists. Because
of the different CT scanning protocols across different vendors, the volume resolution varies across
the dataset with the range from 0.5 mm to 3 mm. To avoid the partial volume effects, bi-cubic
interpolation method was used to normalize CT volumes and boundaries marked by the all four
radiologists resulting in isotropic resolution. Each radiologist gave a malignancy likelihood rating
score in the range of 1 to 5, with 1 representing highly unlikely for cancer and 5 representing highly
suspicious for cancer. Figure 2.5 shows an example of five different nodules with malignancy level
1 to 5.
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Figure 2.5: An example of nodules with different malignancy levels. Figure a - e represent
malignancy level from level 1 to level 5 respectively.
We modified and redesigned the 2D features to 3D features. For each cubic ROI, five
different types of 3D texture features were extracted: grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
feature, local binary pattern (LBP) feature, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature,
steerable feature, and wavelet feature. The number of features for each feature group is
summarized in Table 2.1.
The first group of feature is 3D GLCM feature. In grey level co-occurrence matrix, the
number of rows and columns is equal to the number of gray levels in original image, and each
element represent the relative frequency of two pixels with given intensity separated by a pixel
distance. In 3D cases, we calculated GLCM in 13 directions, including (0, 1, 0), (-1, 1, 0), (-1, 0,
0), (-1, -1, 0), (0, 1, -1), (0, 0, -1), (0, -1, -1), (-1, 0, -1), (1, 0, -1), (-1, 1, -1), (1, -1, -1), (-1, -1, 1), (1, 1, -1). Then the mean and standard deviation were computed for every matrix.
The second group of feature is 3D LBP feature. From the equally divided blocks of the
original image, the extracted LBP features can describe the local and global textures. We computed
the LBP features by comparing each pixel with the 26 neighbor pixels, and it returns the 26 digits
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binary code for each pixel. Then the local binary pattern feature histogram was calculated from
the coded image.
In the third feature group, we computed 3D SIFT features. This scale invariant feature
transform is invariant to uniform scaling, orientation, and it is also partially invariant to affine
distortion and illumination changes. Because of this property, it is a classical algorithm in object
matching and action recognition. When creating descriptors, the sub-region was considered in our
algorithm instead of every pixel, thus it is more adaptive to the image noises and subtle distortions.
In our experiment, we took 8 by 8 by 8 neighbors of the key point descriptor and divided them into
eight blocks. Each block we measure the 27 bins orientation histogram, and altogether we get 216
bins histogram to describe each key point. Mean and variance were measured for all the key points
in one image.
In group four, we tested 3D steerable features. The steerable filters are linear combination
of a set of basis filters with arbitrary orientations. Similar to 2D classical steerable feature
extraction, in our 3D procedure we applied non-maximum suppression to the filtered images. From
the response images, we calculated the mean, variance, skewness, entropy, and energy.
The feature group five contains 3D wavelet features, and they provide the spatial and
frequency representation of the CT images. In 3D wavelet transform, high-pass and low-pass filters
are used in all the three dimensions. For each scale, one input image can generate eight sub-band
images: HHH, HHL, HLH, HLL, LHH, LHL, LLH, and LLL, where H represent high frequency
band and L represent low frequency band. In this study, we used two different scales, and thus
generating 15 different images. For each image, the mean and variance were calculated, so 30
wavelet features were generated in this group.
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Table 2.1: Number of calculated features in each feature group

Because we have a large number of computational features compared to the dataset,
dimension reduction techniques were used. In this study we used multidimensional scaling (MDS),
which is an algorithm placing each object in N dimensional space and at the same time preserving
the between object distances. Since the malignancy ratings are not evenly distributed in our dataset,
we used a boosting method called RUSBoost as our classification algorithm. It is a hybrid method
that combines random under-sampling (RUS) and the standard boosting procedure AdaBoost
resulting in efficient modeling of the minority class by removing majority class samples. To fully
take advantage of the limited dataset, we used leave-one-case-out method for evaluation, so every
data will be used once for as testing data.
For CNN based method, in order to generate a good number of ROIs to train CNN, every
slice from one CT nodule volume was used except the top slice and bottom slice. After the nodule
was located, a rectangular box with an extra 5 pixels surrounding areas of the nodule region was
extracted. Each ROI slice was rotated at 90, 180 and 270 degrees, and we treat each radiologist’s
notation as an individual sample. The input of the CNN requires the image patches of same size,
so we resized the ROIs to 52 by 52 pixels. All the ROIs larger than 52 by 52 pixels were
downsampled to 52 by 52 pixels and all the ROIs less than 52 by 52 pixels were placed in center
of the 52 by 52 matrix, and more surrounding regions were filled into the matrix if needed. Among
all the 174412 obtained ROIs, 54880 samples are benign and 59848 are malignant.
From each original ROI, we obtained three other ROIs of the same size. By removing the
surrounding areas, we generated the ROI with nodule pixels only; by removing the nodule pixels,
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we got the ROI only contains surrounding region; by calculating the gradient on the original ROI,
the gradient ROI was obtained. For the surrounding region ROI, we only want to obtain the textures
of the surrounding regions, so we extracted the mean value of the surrounding region on each of
the pixels. From these four one channel ROIs, we generated two multichannel ROIs. Each
multichannel image contains three gray images, so it visually looks like color images. But instead
of red, green, blue channels, the multichannel image contains three different ROIs and with each
as an independent channel. The first multichannel ROI is generated by incorporating original ROI,
segmented nodule ROI and surrounding region ROI; and the second multichannel ROI is the
combination of original ROI, segmented nodule ROI and gradient ROI. Figure 2.6 shows the
examples of the ROIs mentioned above.

Figure 2.6: Examples of ROIs channels. a) nodule with surrounding ROI; b) nodule only without
surrounding ROI; c) surrounding only ROI; d) gradient ROI; e) three channel ROI combined a, b,
and c ROIs; and f) three channel ROIs combined a, b, and d ROIs.
The CNNs we used contains three pairs of convolutional layers and two fully connected
layers. The max pooling layers were used to downsample the size of patches to prevent overfitting. The downsample rate was set at 2. The number of kennels for each convolutional layer was
12, 8, and 6, and the kernel size was 5 by 5. The output neuron for the first fully connected layer
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was 50 and the second fully connected layer was 2. We tested all six different ROIs mentioned
above and 5-fold cross validation was employed to evaluate the performance. All the slices,
rotations, segmentations from one case were kept in single fold.
2.3 Computational Results
2.3.1 Experimental Design
For the Faster R-CNN based nodule detection, we take the 888 filtered CT scans with 1,186
high confidence pulmonary nodules from LUNA16 dataset and retrieve their original annotations
with precise nodule boundary coordinates recorded in XML format from LIDC-IDRI. To create
the bounding square for each nodule, we calculate the smallest bounding rectangle and treat the
longer side as the side of the result bounding square and record the four edge coordinates in
groundtruth file. Because of the 2D network design, a total of 7,909 axial nodule slices are
generated. Leveraging from the ten patient-level subsets by LUNA16, we include nodule slices of
subset0 to subset5 as training, subset6 to subset7 as validation, and subset8 to subset9 as testing.
As a consequence, 534 scans with 5,040 nodule slices, 178 scans with 1,411 nodule slices, and
176 scans with 1,458 nodules slices are assigned to training, validation, and testing set,
respectively. For the training step, we adapt backpropagation and stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) (LeCun et al., 1989) to train our end-to-end network. The minibatch size of images per
iteration is set as 2 and the minibatch size of anchors per image is set as 10. For each image, based
on the number of positive anchors (nodule), we randomly crop equal number of negative anchors
(background) so that the sampled positive and negative anchors have the ratio of 1:1. Except for
the first five groups of convolutional layers from VGG16, we randomly initialize all the other
layers by drawing weights from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.01.
The learning rate is 0.001 for the first 10 epochs, and 0.0001 for the remaining with the momentum
of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. Based on the aforementioned settings, the loss is stable after
20 epochs training. The total training time for Faster R-CNN is about 2.5 hours. For the modified
FCN based nodule segmentation, the learning rates for the five deconvolutional training are set to
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10-12, 10-14, 10-16, 10-14, 10-15, respectively. The momentum is set to 0.99, weight decay is
0.0005, the iteration is set to 50,000 for each round of training. Besides the initialization round,
we train FCN with five rounds manner, adding one fully connected layer each time. Each round of
FCN training is about 5 hours, and total training time for FCN is about 30 hours.
All the training and testing of CNNs are implemented using Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015)
on a standard PC with a single 6GB memory GPU GeForce GTX 980Ti.
2.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate nodule detection accuracy we calculate the detection sensitivity and the
corresponding average FPs per scan for every prediction probability level, and the Free Receiver
Operating Characteristic (FROC) is imposed to visualize the sensitivity versus FPs relationship. A
predicted nodule candidate will be counted as a true positive (TP) if it stays within five voxels to
the real nodule center. The competition performance metric (CPM) score (Niemeijer et al., 2011)
is calculated by taking the average detection sensitivity of seven predefined FPs per scan: 0.125,
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8.
With regards to the nodule segmentation, we evaluate the segmentation similarity between
automated segmentation and groundtruth mask through the calculation of the dice coefficients
(Sørensen, 1948), which is defined by the following equation.
2𝑇𝑃

𝐷𝑆𝐶 = 2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(4)

2.3.3 Nodule detection
After nodule candidate detection by Faster R-CNN, we apply a merging step to combine
the candidates that are geometrically close to each other. The number of candidates before and
after the merging process is shown in Figure 2.7. The number of candidates decrease by 70.9%,
70.9%, 70.7%, and 70.3% at cut-off prediction probability threshold of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8,
respectively, which verifies the superiority of using the merging operation as a simple
postprocessing step in 2D nodule candidate detection. The FROC curve of our Faster R-CNN
based nodule candidate detection is shown in Figure 2.8a. When the threshold of prediction
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probability is set as 0.5, we achieve the sensitivity of 95.2% with an average of 19.8 FPs per scan,
which outperforms the traditional nodule detection algorithm in LUNA16 with an overall
sensitivity of 94.4% with an average of 620.6 FPs per scan. Our proposed merging method
massively reduces the burden of FP reduction task. The FROC curves after 2D CNN based FP
reduction are shown in Figure 2.8b-d by taking initial candidate FP level of 10 (L10), 15 (L15),
20 (L20) from Faster R-CNN results. The CPM score for L10, L15, and L20 are 0.866, 0.875, and
0.880, respectively. The best CPM is achieved in L20 with sensitivity of 91.4% and 94.6% at an
average of 1 and 4 FPs per scan, respectively. The number of trainable parameters of Faster RCNN, FP reduction, and modified FCN networks are 2.4×106, 7.1×104, and 1.3×108. The 3D Unet-based architecture in CASED (Jensen et al., 2017), which has identical CPM value compared
to our approach, has approximated 6.6 × 106 learning parameters. Our Faster R-CNN + CNN
model for detection has about 36% parameters of CASED model. By investigating different initial
candidate FP levels from detecting network, these results show that a less conservative initial
candidate selection threshold yields stronger performance (better CPM value), when FP reduction
is employed. Moreover, a more progressive initial candidate selection threshold only performs
better sensitivity at smaller FP levels (less than 0.25 FPs per scan in our case) in FROC curve.
Comparing with the top 15 models under the nodule detection track in LUNA16 challenge
that employed 3D CNNs, our 2D nodule detection method successfully outperforms some of the
3D methods (Row 10 to 15 in Table 2.2) while keeping the computation and memory usage
efficiency. Different from the methods (Row 1, 2, 3, and 5) using multiple powerful GPUs, our
2D model shows the capability of using cost-efficient GPUs. For instance, compared with Zhu et
al. 2018 that employed a 3D Faster R-CNN network with 3D dual-path blocks and U-net-like
encoder-decoder structure to compactly and effectively exploit features, our light and
straightforward approach has much smaller number of learning parameters, thus the whole 2D
slices that contain the entire natural contextual information can be fed into the training without
considering the GPU memory limitation. They tried to save memory consumption by cropping 3D
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patches with pixel size 96×96×96 from original scans, which may also add computation burden at
the testing phase.

Figure 2.7: Number of detected nodule candidates before and after candidate merging process with
different cut-off thresholds of prediction probability for all 888 LUNA16 scans.
Nodules that are successfully detected by candidate detection network but eliminated by
FP reduction network are shown in Figure 2.9. About 4% of correctly detected nodules in our
testing set are falsely removed. These nodules present either irregular shapes or ambiguous
boundaries. Bringing more data targeting these nodule representatives might potentially boost the
sensitivity performance.
2.3.4 Nodule segmentation
Not considering FPs, the mean and standard deviation of dice coefficients (DSC) regarding
the nodule segmentation using FCN2s, FCN4s, and FCN8s are presented in Table 2.3, which
quantitatively proves that FCN2s with lower level convolution will potentially yield higher
resolution and preserve the boundary information of the nodule. Therefore, higher DSC is obtained
with the comparison to groundtruth mask. This proves our assumption that using lower level
convolutional layers can help improve the segmentation accuracy. The higher level
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deconvolutional results provide the rough nodule locations and shape, while the lower level
deconvolutional results provide the nodule boundary details.
a
b

c

d

Figure 2.8: The FROC curve of our nodule detection results. (a) FROC curve of Faster R-CNN
based nodule candidate detection without FP reduction. (b) FROC curve of FP reduction by taking
initial candidate FP level of 10 in (a) as initial candidates marked by green square. (c) FROC curve
of FP reduction by taking initial candidate FP level of 15 in (a) as initial candidates marked by
blue square. (d) FROC curve of FP reduction by taking initial candidate FP level of 20 in (a) as
initial candidates marked by purple square.
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Table 2.4 shows the comparisons between our proposal segmentation result and other
researchers’ results based on the LIDC dataset. Since these methods use intersection over union
(IoU) as the measurement metric, we report our results based on the same measurement in this
table. Among all the listed approaches, our method achieves high performance on a relatively large
amount of testing dataset.
Table 2.2: The system performance and CPM score comparison of the proposed method and other
state-of-the-art approaches. Note that “online” means models with online descriptions available on
LUNA16 competition website: https://luna16.grand-challenge.org/Results/, “*” represents models
with limited details provided.
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Figure 2.9: The FROC curve of our nodule detection results. (a) FROC curve of Faster R-CNN
based nodule candidate detection without FP reduction. (b) FROC curve of FP reduction by taking
initial candidate FP level of 10 in (a) as initial candidates marked by green square. (c) FROC curve
of FP reduction by taking initial candidate FP level of 15 in (a) as initial candidates marked by
blue square. (d) FROC curve of FP reduction by taking initial candidate FP level of 20 in (a) as
initial candidates marked by purple square.
Table 2.3: The mean and standard deviation of segmentation dice coefficients among FCN2s,
FCN4s, and FCN8s.

In clinical practice, nodules have various types of clinical characteristics. The capability of
segmenting large variety of nodules is necessary. Nine nodule characteristics are given in LIDC
groundtruth markings, reflecting nodules’ calcification, malignancy level and so on. We chose
four representative characteristics and separate our testing set into different groups according to
the corresponding characteristic scores. Based on the quantitative results in Table 2.5, our
segmentation algorithm possesses the robustness of processing various types of nodules with
similar performance.
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Table 2.4: Performance of the proposed method and other state-of-the-art approaches.

Visual comparisons between groundtruth, FCN2s, FCN4s, and FCN8s are shown in Figure
2.10 by displaying several representative nodules. Our nodule segmentation algorithm can
precisely segment large variety of nodules with different anatomical characteristics. Due to the
complicated boundary pattern, the DSC for poor-circumscribed (juxta-pleural and juxta-vascular)
and fuzzy-boundary (ground glass opacity) nodules is a little worse than well-circumscribed
nodules. But since the main components of such nodules are successfully segmented, the
quantitative performance decay will not impact the robustness in terms of visualization.
Because we are conducting an end-to-end nodule segmentation directly from raw CT scans,
the combined dice coefficient including FPs can reflect the overall performance. The false
positives (FPs) can be involved in both detection and segmentation steps. For the segmentation
algorithm, the FPs can occur when the algorithm falsely detects other structures (vessels, airway
walls, etc.) while avoiding the true nodules, which brings the dice coefficient to zero on FPs (Type
I). For the detection algorithm, the FPs are apparently added when the algorithm fails to separate
FPs from detected candidates (Type II). Leveraging from our full CAD system (detection +
segmentation), the Type I FPs are eliminated by detection network since the center coordinates far
from detected candidates will be removed after the postprocessing step illustrated in Section 2.2.6.
Therefore, only Type II FPs are remained. We can simply calculate the combined dice score by
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considering all positive detected regions (TPs and FPs). For the given testing set, we choose
sensitivity of 91.4% with 1 FPs per scan in the detection step and feed all the candidates in the
segmentation network, the end-to-end dice score will be decreased to 0.426 (0.793 if we exclude
the Type II FPs). Therefore, the combined dice coefficient provides the convention to be compared
to other end-to-end nodule segmentation algorithms.
Table 2.5: Dice coefficients on different nodule groups based on clinical characteristics. Note that
nodules in the testing set are grouped based on their clinical characteristic scores. The numbers in
square brackets represent the number of nodules in the corresponding group. We average the
characteristic scores from four radiologists.

2.3.5 Nodule Malignancy Prediction
In this section, we performed 3D texture feature based classification and CNNs based
classification separately to distinguish benign and malignant nodules from LIDC database. And
then compare the performances.
For 3D texture feature based method, we acquired 172 nodules from LIDC dataset with
confident malignancy likelihood ratings from four radiologists. We defined the confident ratings
as at least three out of four radiologists give the same score to one nodule, and the distribution of
the confident ratings are listed in Figure 2.11. The cases with ratings 1 or 2 are likely benign, the
cases with ratings 4 or 5 are likely malignant, and the score 3 represent suspicious cases. To test
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the possibility of using our proposed 3D features to differentiate the high and low likelihood of
malignancy cases, we used each feature group to classify level 4 and level 5 cases. The results are
shown in Table 2.6. Then we tested the performance of our system by combining all features
together. The MDS dimension reduction method was applied to each feature group, and then we
incorporated them to the feature pool. The reported accuracy is 0.85. When combining all the
features together, all the experiments are based on the features after MDS procedure, because the
total number of features far exceeds the total number of cases. To have a better understanding of
the ability of these 3D features to distinguish nodules with different malignancy levels, we
calculated and compared the AUCs using nodules with different malignancy levels and the relevant
AUCs are shown in Table 2.7.
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Figure 2.10: Visualization results of our proposed nodule segmentation system with various
anatomical characteristics. The columns 1-3 marked by red rectangle represent three isolated
nodules, the columns 4-6 marked by light blue rectangle denote one juxta-pleural (column 4) and
two juxta-vascular (column 5 and 6) nodules, and the columns 7 and 8 marked by light purple
rectangle show one subsolid nodule with center excavation and one ground glass opacity (GGO)
nodule. The first row represents original nodule patches after Faster R-CNN detection and FP
reduction with predicted bounding boxes marked by solid red squares as well as the classification
probabilities in light blue background. The second row represents the corresponding annotations
by radiologists. The manual segmentations are emphasized by red masks. The third to fifth rows
denote nodule segmentation results by FCN2s, FCN4s, and FCN8s, respectively. The fullyautomated segmentations are emphasized by yellow masks. The white decimals implicit the dice
coefficients for each segmentation compared to groundtruth markings.

Figure 2.11: The malignancy level distribution of confident data.
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Table 2.6: The accuracy and AUC value of differentiating level 4 and 5 cases using different
feature groups

Table 2.7: Comparison of AUC on classifying different malignancy level group cases
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Figure 2.12: Three ROC curves: malignancy level 4 and level 5 cases; level 1 and level 5 cases;
benign and malignant cases.
Figure 2.12 shows three ROC curves for classifying malignancy level 4 and level 5 cases,
level 1 and level 5 cases, and benign (level 1 & 2) and malignant (level 4 & 5) cases. The accuracy
and AUC for classifying level 1 and level 5 cases are 0.98 and 0.96; for benign and malignant
cases are 0.94 and 0.89 respectively.
To measure and compare the performance of different types of ROIs, ROI based AUC and
lesion based AUC were calculated (See Table 2.8). For the lesion based AUC, the predicted score
of each nodule is the average score of all slices from one nodule. From Table 2.8, it can be noted
that Multichannel ROI II generated the best performance on our proposed CNNs. Figure 2.13
shows ROC curves using our proposed CNNs for Original ROI, Nodule ROI, and Multichannel
ROI I and II.

Figure 2.13: ROC curves of proposed CNNs using Original ROI, Nodule ROI, and Multichannel
ROI I & II.
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Table 2.8: The CNNs performance comparisons using different types of ROIs

2.3.6 Execution Performance
As for execution perspective, we demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method by
running our automated nodule segmentation system for all 888 LUNA16 scans. Figure 2.14 shows
statistical box plots regarding nodule detection (Faster R-CNN + CNN) and nodule segmentation
(FCN2s). Note that the execution time is scan wised, so there are some variations due to the
variations of slice numbers. The mean values and standard deviations are indicated in Table 2.9.
Our end-to-end fully-automated nodule segmentation system achieves an average of 16 seconds
per scan without any human interventions.
Table 2.9: The mean and standard deviation of execution time for our proposed nodule detection
and segmentation algorithm.
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Figure 2.14: Box plot of execution time for our proposed (a) nodule detection algorithm and (b)
nodule segmentation algorithm.
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Chapter 3: Deep Matching for 2D Supperresolution Microscopy
Here, we developed a method named Deep Matching, a feed-forward CNN structure to
improve the localization accuracy in super resolution fluorescence microscopic imaging. The idea
is to use CNNs to perform denoising on the raw images after learning the statistics of the noise or
signal, which are random variables (Zhang et al., 2017). CNNs can learn features of the signal or
features of noise. Although learning features of signal is a common approach, residual learning
that learns the noise features is proposed to overcome the training accuracy degradation problem
where accuracy becomes saturated then degrades rapidly with increasing network depth (He et al.,
2016). Further adding more convolution layers may even cause higher training error. Another
advantage of residual learning for localization algorithms is that many current 3D localization
microscopy techniques use altered PSF shapes to obtain 3D positions of particles (Li et al., 2018).
By learning the noise our Deep Matching method can be applied to many types of PSFs used in
3D super resolution imaging experiments. Since this Deep Matching process effectively separates
signal from noise, particle positions can be calculated with many current localization algorithms
and compared for performance evaluation. This Deep Matching process is similar to a 2D matched
filter that maps the detected noisy signal to an expected signal (template), which has a single
convolution layer. It has been proven that this matched filter is the optimal filter that maximizes
the SNR of the detected signal (Turin et al., 1960). However, the computing time for the matched
filter approach is much more demanding than CNNs, and deep neural network based filters have
achieved comparable performance with ideal matched filters as demonstrated in 1D gravitational
wave signal processing (Gabbard et al., 2018; George et al., 2018).
3.0 Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that the end-to-end CNN network can massively extract signal from
noisy PSFs so that the localization accuracy can be optimally improved. And the framework can
be used in both simulated datasets and real experiments with very limited pre-knowledge.
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3.1 Dataset
3.1.1 Particle Image Simulation for Theoretical Evaluation
In order to theoretically evaluate the localization algorithm performance and benefits of
Deep Matching, we followed an established method with details in (Parthasarathy, 2012) to
generate simulated particle images. Here, we only briefly describe this procedure. Ideally if a
fluorophore can be accurately detected, namely, the particle ground truth position is inside the
center pixel of the detected PSF image, the range of true particle position shifting is [-0.5, +0.5]
pixels (±50 nm) in each dimension. Therefore, the particle ground truth positions in these simulated
images are randomly shifted in the range of [-0.5, +0.5] pixels in each dimension for generality.
Single symmetric fluorescent particle images are modeled by convolving a point source at
(x0, y0) with a symmetric point-spread function (PSF):

𝟐𝐽1 (𝒗) 2
] .
𝒗

[

𝐽1 represents the first kind of

Bessel function with order 1 and 𝑣 = (2𝜋 NA 𝑟)/(𝜆 𝑛𝑤 ), where NA = 1.3 denotes the numerical
aperture of the objective lens, λ = 530 nm is the wavelength of light, 𝑛𝑤 = 1.33 implicates the
index of refraction of water, and r is the radial coordinate. Figure 3.5a shows an example of high
resolution images of a single symmetric particle PSF with pixel size 1 nm centered at (x0, y0)
indicated by the red circle, and Figure 3.5b is the intensity integrated image over Figure 3.5a,
which shows a coarser pixelated image with pixel size of 100 nm and image size of 11×11 pixels.
In order to generate noisy images at desired SNR level, we scale the pixel intensity such that the
peak intensity equals to SNR2; then treat each pixel as an independent random variable with
Poisson distribution; and at last replace each pixel intensity I by a random value generated from a
Poisson distribution 𝑒 −𝜇

𝜇𝑘
𝑘!

with μ=I, and k as a non-negative integer. Also background intensity

of 10 photons with Poisson random processes are added to each pixel. Figure 1c shows an example
of simulated particle image at SNR = 5. By following such criteria, the total number of detected
photons (the summation of all pixel intensities) is proportional to SNR2 (Parthasarathy, 2012). We
have also generated clean PSF images without background noise. In this case, each pixel intensity
is created with the same Poisson random variable method mentioned above except that no
background level of 10 photons is added. Note that in the real experiment, the background photon
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number varies. However, benefiting from residual learning that only focuses on noise model, such
variation remains insensitive.
Single asymmetric fluorescent particle images are generated in a similar way to single
symmetric fluorescent particle images with expanding or contracting both x and y directions by a
random factor ranging from 0.7 to 1.5. Then these noise-free images are added with Poisson noises
at different SNR levels mentioned above.
For theoretical analysis, 18,000 noisy particle images with SNR ranging from 2 to 20 are
created in both symmetric and asymmetric cases with 1,000 images at each SNR level. All testing
images are blindly fed into CNN without any prior knowledge.
3.1.2 Particle Image Simulation for Experimental Data
In order to train a robust CNN model for practical use, it is critical to simulate particle
images whose model PSF needs to be as realistic as possible. Therefore, instead of using a PSF
based on theoretical mathematical models, we obtained the in-focus experimentally measured 2D
PSF with maximal exposure time and averaging over several frames for high signal-to-noise ratio
from Single Molecule Localization Microscopy Challenge 2016 (SMLM 2016) (Single-Molecule
Localization Microscopy Software Benchmarking). After pixilation, the noise free particle image
is achieved with image size of 11×11 pixels and pixel size of 100 nm. In order to generate noisy
images at desired SNR level, we scale the pixel intensity such that the peak intensity equals to
SNR2. Based on such criteria, the total number of detected photons (the summation of all pixel
intensities) is proportional to SNR2 as shown in Figure 3.1. Following the Methods in Challenge
2016 Poisson shot and Gaussian noises are added by treating the input photon number of each
pixel as an independent variable. A baseline of 10 photons are also added to each pixel. In reality
the true particle position can locate in the neighboring pixels of the center pixel in an 11×11-pixels
image. Therefore, in these simulated images the true particle position are randomly shifted in the
range of [-1.5, +1.5] pixels (±150 nm) in each dimension.
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Figure 3.1: The total number of photons detected in the CCD plane as a function of the peak SNr
for the simulated images with size of 11×11 in this paper. Note that the number of photons detected
at the center brightest pixel is SNr2 and the summation of photons numbers for all pixels
contributes the total number of photons.
3.2 Methodology
Figure 3.2 shows the overall framework of our algorithm. The first step in a typical
localization algorithm is particle detection, which identifies potential candidates for further
localization calculation. Since this work is focused on localization accuracy improvement,
ThunderSTORM (Ovesný et al., 2014), an open source software with top detection rate (high
Jaccard index) in low SNR scenarios, is implemented for detection. Then a five-layer residual
learning convolutional neural network is designed to learn the comprehensive features of the noise
model and indirectly recover the signal from noisy images. Three sources of data are generated to
feed into the CNN training phase: theoretical symmetric PSF, theoretical asymmetric, and
experimental symmetric PSF images. Each type of training data is independently trained using the
same CNN architecture. The corresponding testing data is created to evaluate the learning
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performance. For localization algorithms, we applied radial symmetry (RS) (Parthasarathy, 2012),
Gaussian non-linear least-squares fitting (GNLLS), and Gaussian maximum-likelihood estimation
fitting (GMLE). The localization accuracy is evaluated using the software from the singlemolecule localization microscopy software benchmarking Challenge 2016 (Single-Molecule
Localization Microscopy Software Benchmarking).

Figure 3.2: Overall structure of our proposed algorithm
3.2.1 Particle Detection
Practically, the detection is necessary to coarsely identify PSFs from original frames. In
this paper, we adopt the detection algorithm from the well-developed software ThunderSTORM
(Ovesný et al., 2014). First, the difference of Gaussian band-pass filter is involved to preprocess
images and enhance image features. The two Gaussian kernels σ1 and σ2 are set as 1.46 and 6.0,
respectively. Then we approximate the locations of particles by finding local maxima peaks with
threshold of 0.95 times the standard deviation of the 1st wavelet level. Maximum likelihood
Gaussian fitting with multi-emitter fitting analysis are calculated to identify the sub-pixel locations
of fluorophores. The fitting radius is 3 pixels and initial σ for Gaussian fitting is 1.3 pixels.
3.2.2 Deep Matching
A noisy observation y can be decomposed as a clean image x with additive noise
component n, which follows the relationship of

y = x + n [3]. The goal of Deep Matching is to

recover x from y with minimal bias and error, which is equivalent to calculating a mapping
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function F between y and x, i.e. F(y) = x. Rather than directly learning F, our CNN method learns
a residual mapping of R(y) = n, and x can be predicted with y – R(y) (He et al., 2016).
Implementing such a residual learning strategy makes CNN more robust, and it is effective to learn
the features of the hidden noise model. It has been shown that deep CNNs with small-size
convolutional kernels make decision function more discriminative and efficient than superficial
CNNs with large-size convolutional kernels (Simonyan et al., 2015). Therefore, we set the size of
convolutional kernels to be 3×3, and remove all pooling layers. The receptive field of CNN with
depth d is (2d+1)×(2d+1) by using these 3×3 kernels. Because the size of input images is 11×11,
the CNN depth is set at 5 to use all the context information. The architecture of the developed
CNN is shown in Figure 3.3a. The input to the first layer is the observed image y, and 128
convolution kernels of size 3×3×1 are implemented to calculate 128 features, at last a rectified
linear units (ReLU) activation function is used to truncate the negative neurons and add
nonlinearity. For layers 2, 3, and 4, similar to the first layer, 128 convolution kernels of size
3×3×128 are used to generate hierarchical feature maps, followed by a ReLU activation function.
For the last layer, one convolution kernel of size 3×3×128 is used to construct the output residual
image R(y). In addition, zeros are padded into feature maps before convolution to ensure that each
intermediate feature map as well as output image have the same size as the input image. Ideally,
̂ is the
R(y) is expected to be similar to the ground truth n, and the predicted clean image 𝒙
subtraction between y and R(y). The error is measured by calculating the mean squared error
(MSE) between R(y) and n, which can be adopted as the loss function L(Θ) to guide CNN to learn
more discriminative features:
1

2
𝐿(Θ) = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 |𝑛𝑖 − R(𝑦𝑖 ; Θ)|

(5)

𝐼

𝑖
where {𝑛𝑖 }𝑁
𝑖=1 denotes N desired residual images, 𝑤𝑖 = max (𝐼) is the normalized weight

that is proportional to the pixel intensity 𝐼𝑖 , and Θ represents all trainable parameters in CNN. The
feature calculation for layer k is expressed as an operation 𝐹𝑘 :
𝐹𝑘 = max (0, 𝑊𝑘 ∗ 𝐹𝑘−1 + 𝐵𝑘 )
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(6)

where

𝑊𝑘 represents the convolution kernel with size of 3×3×128 and, and 𝐵𝑘 indicates a 128-

dimensional bias vector, and * denotes the convolution operation between current convolution
kernel and features map 𝐹𝑘−1 calculated from previous layer, max (0, 𝒙) is the ReLU operation
on the convolution response to prevent negative outputs.
3.2.3 Particle Localization
Localization algorithms such as RS, GNLLS, and GMLE are downloaded from a wellestablished package (Parthasarathy, 2012) . These algorithms are implemented on images with size
of 7×7 pixels, centrally cropped from original or CNN processed images with size of 11×11 pixels.
Peripheral pixels contain little information related to PSF. Hence, excluding peripheral pixels
improves the localization accuracy for both original and CNN processed images.
We used an easy-to-use software FandPLimitTool to calculate CRB bounds
(FandPLimitTool). The fundamental CRB is calculated by setting inputs as numerical aperture =
1.3, wavelength = 530 nm, photon detection rate = 2×106 photons/s. For pixelated noise-free CRB
calculation, parameter are set as pixel size = 100×100 nanometers, ROI size = 7×7 pixels, and
background level = 1×10-10 photons/pixel/s. For pixelated image with noise CRB calculation, same
inputs are chosen as before with Poisson noise of background level = 10 photons/pixel.
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a

b

Figure 3.3: The architecture of developed convolutional neural network for localization algorithm.
(a) The input image is y.

Five convolution layers are implemented. The output of the last

convolution layer is R(y), the residual image of y. This residual image is compared with the ground
truth (y-x) to minimize mean squared error (MSE) for optimizing parameters in this CNN. (b) After
training a test image is blindly fed into this CNN. The output R(y) is subtracted from y to obtain
̂, an estimator of the ideal PSF.
the final output 𝒙
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3.3 Computational Results
3.3.1 Experimental Design
This end-to-end CNN model requires very few parameters setting, and training for both
symmetric and asymmetric PSF images are using the same 5-layer CNN architecture. The initial
convolution kernels are estimated using a Gaussian distribution of non-zero values and biases B
are set as zero. The batch size, namely the number of images fed into CNN at a time, is set as 400.
We apply Adam optimizer (Kingma et al., 2015) with initial learning rate 10-4, and the training
takes about 500 epochs until the loss L(Θ) starts to fluctuate (Figure 3.4). The training phase
typically takes less than 40 minutes for symmetric PSF images and 90 minutes for asymmetric
images to achieve optimal convergence. The testing phase computation time is averagely less than
1.4 s for all 18,000 images (~78 µs each image).
3.3.2 CNN Training
There are two degrees of freedom in symmetric PSF images training: particle position
shifting and SNR. For theoretical dataset, a total of 200,000 noisy PSF images with corresponding
ground truth with 20 different SNR levels ranging from 1.5 (20 photons detected) to 20 (3700
photons detected) are generated. At each SNR level, 10,000 images with randomly shifted particle
position (±50 nm) are generated to ensure the diversity. For practical dataset, since the searching
area is 9 times larger than theoretical images, we therefore augment the training set by 10. At each
SNR level, 100,000 images with randomly shifted particle position in the range of ±150 nm are
generated to ensure the diversity. The CNN training data set is composed of 1,000,000 noisy
images generated from the procedure mentioned above. And the corresponding noise-free particle
images are stored for training accuracy evaluation. These images (size 11×11 pixels) have 20
different SNR levels ranging from 3.5 (110 photons detected) to 10 (920 photons detected). Using
training images with larger size (11×11 pixels) improves CNN learning capability than smaller
training images (7×7 pixels) (Figure 3.4). This can be explained as large images contain more
information of noise which helps the training. The MSE loss of training images with size of 11×11
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pixels (red curve) is much lower than that of training images with size of 7×7 pixels (blue curve)
(Figure 3.4). Also training with larger images fastens the speed of convergence. In addition the
loss of training images with smaller size starts to rise at around 500 epochs, while the loss of
training images with larger size remains stable, which indicates the bottleneck of smaller size
training images and further training will lead to overfitting problem. The minimal loss values are
13.8 and 1.9 for training images with size of 7×7 and 11×11 respectively.
The configuration of experimental desktop for training and testing purposes includes 8GB
RAM, Intel E8600 processor, and a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

Figure 3.4: Training performance of CNN with larger images (11×11 pixels) and smaller images
(7×7 pixels). MSE: mean squared error.
3.3.2 Results for Simulated Data with Symmetric PSFs
The performance of this Deep Matching method and the improvement of SNR on simulated
data with symmetric PSFs are illustrated in Figure 3.5. One simulated single particle PSF image
with true particle localization marked as a red circle (Figure 3.5a) is pixelated (Figure 3.5b), and
then is added with Poisson noise at an SNR of 5, equivalent to 240 photons at the detector plane,
as shown in Figure 3.5c. Employing a radial symmetry based particle localization algorithm, the
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calculated particle position is marked as a green triangle (Figure 3.5c). After training, Figure 3.5c
is blindly fed into this Deep Matching network, which predicts a residual image (Figure 3.5d).
After subtracting this residual image from the input image, this CNN recovers an optimal restored
image (Figure 3.5e). This restored image shows great qualitative similarity with the pixelated ideal
PSF image without noise (Figure 3.5b). After applying the same radial symmetry based particle
localization algorithm, the calculated particle position (blue cross) is closer to its ground truth
value (red circle). The peak SNR (PSNR) value in optimized images, on average, improves by
10.29 dB in a total of 1000 experiments (Figure 3.5f). Similar improvement of PSNR is achieved
at other SNR levels (Figure 3.6).
Quantitative analysis of the Deep Matching algorithm performance at SNR = 5 is shown
in Figure 3.7a & 3.7b. In Figure 3.7a, the x coordinate shows the x components of true particle
positions in 1000 test images with randomly shifting the x and y components between -0.5 and 0.5
pixels in both dimensions, and y coordinates are the errors of x components’ position estimation
of these 1000 images. The errors for y components are similar (Figure 3.7b). Before applying the
CNN process the average particle localization errors using radial symmetry (RS), Gaussian fitting
using non-linear least-squares (GNLLS), and Gaussian fitting using maximum-likelihood
estimation (GMLE) are 0.179, 0.188, and 0.179 pixels, respectively (Figure 3.7c). The error is
defined as the L2 distance between groundtruth and estimated centers as stated in (Parthasarathy,
2012). After applying the Deep Matching process, the average errors decrease to 0.163, 0.163, and
0.163 pixels respectively by using the aforementioned algorithms (Figure 3.7c). The mean errors
of various particle localization algorithms at different levels of SNR ranging from 2 (37 photons
count) to 20 (3700 photons count) are plotted in Figure 3.7c. The theoretical lower limits of
algorithm error, Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), under different conditions are also plotted (Ober et al.,
2004). CRB1 is the fundamental limit of localization accuracy for a quantum emitter, CRB2 is the
limit for pixelated images without background noise, and CRB3 marks the practical limit for
pixelated images with Poisson noise at different SNR levels.
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There are three significant improvements after the Deep Matching process. First, the errors
are reduced and closer to the CRB limit with the same particle localization algorithms (CNN+RS,
CNN+GNLLS, and CNN+GMLE vs. RS, GNLLS, and GMLE). This improvement is significant
especially in the low SNR range (<5). For instance, at SNR=2, the error is about 0.45 pixel with
CNN algorithms, which is comparable to the errors achieved by conventional algorithms (RS,
GNLLS, and GMLE) at SNR=3 (Figure 3.7c). Since the number of detected photons is
proportional to SNR2, this indicates that only 37 photons (SNR=2) are needed for CNN algorithms
to achieve the same performance as the conventional algorithms which need 83 photons (SNR=3).
This improvement has the potential to significantly reduce the data acquisition time in current
super resolution imaging experiments. Second, the errors of all Deep Matching based algorithms
(CNN+RS, CNN+GNLLS, and CNN+GMLE) are almost identical (Figure 3.7c). This implies that
CNN processing significantly reduces the noise in images, which makes the later algorithms work
under close to ideal conditions and leads to almost identical results. This property of Deep
Matching almost removes the dependence of calculation errors on the algorithm being used. There
is still a small performance gap between CNN+GMLE and CNN+GNLLS, because the MLE
method is generally more precise than NLLS (Smith et al., 2010). Third, when the SNR level is
very low (≤ 3), the errors of CNN algorithms overcome the practical limit set by CRB3. All CRBs
are calculated based on the Fisher information matrix, which calculates the amount of information
that an observed random variable y carries about an unknown parameter θ (Ober et al., 2004). The
noise information is always present in CRB calculations, which limits our ability to predict the
ground truth position from the information contained in signal. However, Deep Matching has
efficiently separated the signal information from the noise information. Hence, this optimized
signal information can determine the particle position with much better accuracy. A brief
explanation based on mutual information and Fisher information theory is provided in the section
of Appendix. However, in current real experiments when SNR is very low (≤ 3), it is impossible
to detect such low signal emitters for further localization (Tang et al., 2015; Burgess et al., 1999).
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Also in this theoretical calculation, it is assumed that the ground truth position is located within
the center pixel. Such assumption cannot be guaranteed in a real experiment.
When the SNR is moderate (5-10) to high (>10), Deep Matching does not overcome the
CRB3 limit. To further test their performance, pixelated particle images without background
Poisson noise were simulated. This particle PSF is still affected by the Poisson process during
fluorescence emission. The localization accuracy from conventional algorithms only approaches
CRB2 in the low SNR range (<6), and is over CRB3 when SNR is moderate to high (>6) (Figure
3.7d). This CNN was retrained with these images, and retested. Since these images do not contain
background noise, the CNN can learn the Poisson random processes contained in the PSF. The
CNN algorithms localization accuracy approaches CRB2 (Figure 3.7e). When SNR is high (>10),
the improvement when using Deep Matching is not significant. The possible reason is that the
variance of Poisson process increases as its expectation value increases. Therefore, at high SNR
levels the training and test errors in CNN take a bigger role in the overall algorithm error.
In real imaging experiments the presence of overlapped particles composed of two or more
single PSFs is common. Apparently, this scenario will degrade the localization accuracy. In order
to evaluate the performance of this CNN algorithm under such circumstances, we make a simple
model by adding a second particle at a given center-to-center distance and random angular
direction to the first one. The two particle PSFs are either manually or automatically segmented to
two regions before applying CNN and localization algorithms. Each region contains only one
particle PSF but with varying degree of influence from the other region. The total error as a
function of the center-to-center separation distances of two particles at SNR = 5 is shown in Figure
3.8.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the Deep Matching performance. (a) A simulated noise-free high
resolution CCD image of a fluorophore, its true position is indicated by a red circle. (b) The
pixelated result from the high resolution simulated image (a). (c) Shot noises at SNR=5 are added
to (b). The green triangle marks the particle position calculated with a conventional radial
symmetry based algorithm. (d) Residual image (noise) calculated by CNN. “+” indicates a positive
value, “-” indicates a negative value. (e) Output optimized image after Deep Matching. The blue
cross marks the particle position calculated with a conventional radial symmetry based algorithm.
(f) PSNR values of noisy (c) and optimized (e) images. Red squares represent PSNR values of
1000 noisy PSF images; blue triangles represent values of corresponding clean PSF images after
Deep Matching processing. The averaged PSNR improves by 10.29 dB.
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Figure 3.6: PSNR values of noisy and clean images at different SNR levels. Red squares represent
PSNR values of 1000 noisy PSF images, and blue triangles represent the corresponding PSNR
values of 1000 clean PSF images after Deep Matching from corresponding noisy images. (a)
SNR=3, the averaged PSNR improves by 12.50 dB. (b) SNR=5, the averaged PSNR improves by
10.29 dB. (c) SNR=10, the averaged PSNR improves by 9.64 dB. (d) SNR=20, the averaged PSNR
improves by 9.02 dB.
Generally, the error becomes smaller as the center-to-center distance between two
simulated particles increases. For original noisy images radial symmetry based algorithm without
prior assumption significantly outperforms Gaussian fitting based algorithms, when the particle
separation is smaller than 4.5 pixels (about 85% wavelength). After implementing CNN algorithm,
targeted single particle regions originally degraded by overlaps are optimally recovered similar to
Figure 3.5c and 3.5e. And all three algorithms achieve better performances after this step. The
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most significant improvement comes from Gaussian fitting based algorithms, where the CNN
processing effectively removes the peripheral pixels that are heavily influenced by the other
particle’s PSF when the two particles center-to-center distance is smaller than 4.5 pixels. All three
state-of-the-art algorithms output similar results. This CNN algorithm overcomes the performance
bottleneck of classical Gaussian fitting algorithms while dealing with adjacent particles.
b
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c
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e
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of several particle localization algorithms and Deep Matching. (a & b)
Localization accuracy for various particle localization algorithms applied to simulated particle
images at SNR = 5 after Deep Matching. The x (a) or y (b) components of the difference between
the algorithm-determined value and true particle position value is plotted as a function of the
particle position value. RS: radial symmetry; GNLLS: Gaussian fitting using non-linear leastsquares minimization; GMLE: Gaussian fitting with maximum-likelihood estimation. (c) The
algorithm error from simulated particle images over a range of SNR, from SNR = 2 (37 photons
detected) to SNR = 20 (3700 photons detected). Each point denotes the average of 1,000 tests at
that SNR level. Markers of red circle, cyan triangle, and black diamond represent localization
errors on original simulated images through RS, GNLLS, and GMLE, respectively. Markers of
green square, purple asterisk, and orange cross denote localization errors on corresponding
CNN+RS, CNN+GNLLS, and CNN+GMLE respectively. The red solid line (CRB1) indicates the
fundamental Cramér-Rao bound of localization accuracy, the green solid line (CRB2) indicates
the CRB of pixelated images, the blue solid line (CRB3) indicates the practical CRB of pixelated
images with noise. (d) The algorithm errors of RS (RS0), GNLLS (GNLLS0), and GMLE
(GMLE0) on simulated particle images with zero background Poisson noise. (e) The algorithm
errors of RS (CNN+RS0), GNLLS (CNN+GNLLS0), and GMLE (CNN+GMLE0) on simulated
particle images with zero background Poisson noise after CNN processing.
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Figure 3.8: Localization algorithm accuracy in the presence of an adjacent particle. Test images
were constructed at SNr = 5, consisting of two particles at a given center-to-center distance and a
random angular direction. Each point represent the average particle localization error of 1000 tests.
Inset: an example image with two particles separated by 4 pixels and oriented at 135 degrees with
respect to x axis. The yellow box with size of 7×7 pixels indicates the segmented region for
employing CNN localization algorithms.
3.3.2 Results for Simulated Data with Asymmetric PSFs
In 3D localization microscopy the PSF is engineered with different shapes to represent
depth information. The first example is using intentionally introduced astigmatism to generate
elliptical PSFs, and measuring long and short axes to determine the z position (Huang et al., 2008).
Also in 2D imaging experiments the dipole orientation of molecules can induce asymmetric PSF
shapes (Mortensen et al., 2010). Therefore, whether this Deep Matching method improves
localization accuracy under such circumstances is important. The intuitive thinking is that the
CNN’s performance should not depend on the specific shape of the PSFs as long as it is trained
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with correct training images. We examined the elliptical PSFs as a simple demonstration. In this
test, the PSFs were expanded or contracted by a random factor ranging from 0.7 to 1.5 in both x
and y directions respectively, meanwhile the true particle positions are randomly distributed over
±0.5 pixels in x and y directions. This CNN is further trained with these asymmetric PSF images.
After the training phase, the CNN is blindly tested with randomly generated images.
The performance improvement for asymmetric PSF images after deep matching is similar
to that from symmetric PSF images. Figure 3.9a shows the total errors of several algorithms for
both original test images and clean images after Deep Matching at different levels of SNR (2-20).
The performance improvement is similar to that from symmetric PSF images. The total errors for
radial symmetry based and Gaussian fitting based algorithms are significantly reduced after the
CNN processing at very low SNRs. Figure 3.9b and 3.9c show three examples of original images
and clean images after CNN processing. Because the SNR in these images are significantly
improved after CNN processing (similar to Figure 3.5f), the accuracy for determining the length
of long and short axes will also be significantly improved. Hence, this Deep Matching process also
helps to improve the depth (z) accuracy.
a

b
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Figure 3.9: The accuracy of particle localization for simulated images of asymmetric PSFs. (a) The
localization error from simulated particle images over a range of from SNR = 2 (37 photons
detected) to SNR = 20 (3700 photons detected). Each point denotes the average of 1,000 tests at
each SNR level. Markers of red circle, cyan triangle, and black diamond represent centroid
localization error on original simulated images through Radial Symmetry, Gaussian fitting using
nonlinear least-squares minimization and maximum-likelihood estimation, respectively. While
markers of green square, purple asterisk, and red crosses denote localization error on
corresponding clean images after CNN calculation using three aforementioned algorithms. The
asymmetric PSFs are constructed by random scaling with a factor ranging from 0.7 to 1.5 in both
x and y directions, respectively. (b) Three simulated asymmetric PSF images with random scaling
in x and y axis at SNR = 10. (c) The corresponding clean images after CNN processing from (b).
3.3.3 Results for Real Experiment Data
The potential of using this Deep Matching process in real imaging experiments is
demonstrated by applying it to analyze the online data from single-molecule localization
microscopy software benchmarking Challenge 2016 (Parthasarathy, 2012). Since the ground truth
positions are provided for these data, it is possible to quantitatively evaluate the performance of
Deep Matching. The first step in a typical localization algorithm is particle detection, which
identifies potential candidates for further localization calculation. Since this work is focused on
localization accuracy improvement, ThunderSTORM (Ovesný et al., 2014), an open source
software with top detection rate (high Jaccard index) in low SNR scenarios, is implemented for
detection. Figure 3.10 shows the reconstructed localization results on a 2D low SNR training data
with mixed noises such as Poisson noise and Gaussian noise (MT0.N2.LD.2D). The ground truth
image is shown in Figure 3.10a. The ThunderSTORM reconstructed image with a radial symmetry
algorithm is shown in Figure 3.10b. Out of total 22665 activations (after excluding 300 nm border
fluorophores) 15149 activations were detected with Jaccard index of 65.8% (sensitivity 66.8%).
The CNN was retrained with simulated PSFs with background noise and signal levels matching
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this image sequence. After Deep Matching and radial symmetry localization, the reconstructed
image is shown in Figure 3.10c. The enlarged views of the ground truth, ThunderSTORM result,
and Deep Matching result are shown in Figure 3.10d-3.10f respectively. Usually after the detection
step, a local image surrounding the candidate is segmented for localization calculation. The ground
truth position may not fall in the center pixel of the segmented image, although typically the center
pixel has the highest intensity value (Figure 3.10g). If the CNN is trained with ground truth position
variations of ±1.5 pixels from the center of the image, Deep Matching recognized this case and the
corrected image shows the upper neighbor of the center pixel has the highest intensity value
(Figure 3.10h). The difference between localization errors for all 15149 fluorophores with Deep
Matching and conventional methods is shown in Figure 3.10i. Overall 61.6% fluorophores
achieved better localization accuracy. For these detected activations, the radial symmetry
algorithm accuracy is 45.7 nm, after Deep Matching the radial symmetry accuracy improves to
40.9 nm (Table 3.1). GNLLS and GMLE achieve similar accuracy with 40.9 nm and 40.8 nm
respectively. For data with a high density of fluorophores (MT0.N2.HD.2D), Deep Matching
achieves similar improvement (Table 3.1). Out of total 28780 activations (after excluding 300 nm
border fluorophores) 15543 activations were detected with Jaccard index of 52.9% (sensitivity
54.0%).
Table 3.1:

Accuracy improvement (nm)

Algorithm

Conventional

Deep Matching

Low
Density

High
Density

RS

45.7

59.1

GNLLS

44.5

58.5

GMLE

43.5

58.4

RS

40.9

55.8

GNLLS

40.9

55.9

GMLE

40.8

55.9
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The possible maximum improvement with Deep Matching is evaluated under ideal
conditions. In this case, we assume all 22665 activations are segmented with the ground truth
position falling in the center pixel of the cropped image. Deep Matching achieves a significant
improvement in accuracy (Table 3.2). This demonstrates the great potential of further improving
localization accuracy.
Table 3.2:

Potential accuracy improvement (nm), known ground truth center pixel.
Algorithm

Conventional

Deep Matching

Low
Density

High
Density

RS

58.0

69.0

GNLLS

74.6

81.0

GMLE

65.5

74.0

RS

32.6

43.9

GNLLS

32.6

43.8

GMLE

32.5

43.8

We further applied our Deep Matching approach to real super resolution experiments.
Figure 3.11a is the average intensity plot of a series of raw images of a fixed cell stained with
mouse anti-alpha-tubulin primary antibody and Alexa647 secondary antibody with pixel size of
100 nm (TubulinAF647) (Parthasarathy, 2012). The Octane (Parthasarathy, 2012; Niu et al., 2008),
ThunderSTORM, and Deep Matching reconstruction results are shown in Figure 3.11b-3.11d, and
3.11e-3.11g respectively. ThunderSTORM has a higher detection rate. Since currently Deep
Matching uses the detection step in ThunderSTORM, the localization results are qualitatively
similar for both methods as shown in Figure 3.11f and 3.11g.
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Figure 3.10: Localization algorithm performance on single-molecule localization microscopy
software benchmarking data. (a) Ground truth image of the online data MT0.N2.LD.2D. (b)
ThunderSTORM reconstructed image using radial symmetry method. (c) Reconstructed image
after deep matching using ThunderSTORM for particle detection. (d)-(f) Enlarged view of the blue
boxes in (a)-(c) respectively. (g) One example of a segmented 11×11 pixel image with the ground
truth position actually in the pixel above the center pixel, although the center pixel has the highest
intensity in the raw data. (h) Deep matching recovered image showing the pixel above the center
pixel with the highest intensity. (i) The difference between localization errors in original noisy
PSFs (ErrorORI) and CNN processed PSFs (ErrorCNN), unit: nm. 61.6 % fluorophores achieved
better localization accuracy after Deep Matching.
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Figure 3.11: Localization results of STORM experiments. (a) Average intensity plot of a 9,990frame video. Pixel size 100 nm. (b) Octane reconstructed super resolution image. Each pixel
intensity level depicts the number of fluorophores located in 10 nm × 10 nm bins. (c)
ThunderSTORM reconstruction result. (d) Deep Matching reconstruction result. (e)-(g) Enlarged
views of the 2 μm × 2 μm green dash boxes in (b)-(d) respectively.
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Chapter 4: Hybrid Scheme for 3D Supperresolution Microscopy
A practical consideration in developing algorithms is that diffraction rings can exhibit an
elliptical shape due to optical aberration such as astigmatism. In this section, we developed a
hybrid particle localization algorithm based on radial symmetry and ellipse fitting to localize the
center of defocused PSF as well as both horizontal and vertical radii of the ellipse. The method
can localize the 3D position of a fluorophore particle within 20 nm precision in three dimensions
with a range of 40 µm in z dimension using a single defocused 2D image.
4.0 Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that the accurate ellipse fitting algorithm can optimally estimate the
horizontal and vertical radius of ellipse rings from defocused PSFs. Given the relationship between
radius and z depth, the 3D location of the particle can be calculated through a 2D defocused PSFs.
4.1 Dataset
The temporal focusing two-photon microscope setup is described in details in (Ding et al.,
2016). The laser source is a femtosecond chirped pulse amplifier (Solstice ACE, 35 fs, 5 kHz, 6
W, Newport Corp., Mountain View, California, USA). Fluorescent images were acquired by an
EMCCD camera (iXon Ultra 897, Andor Technology, Belfast, UK) working at -80 °C with TEC
cooling system.
Two groups of images were acquired for particle localization experiments. In group #1, the
z position of specimen (1 μm diameter, FluoSpheres carboxylate-modified, F8821, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) is scanned from 15.00 µm to 53.50 µm at 100 nm steps
with an automatic nano-positioning sample stage, and the in-focus plane is at z = 0 µm. In group
#2, the z position of specimen is scanned from 39.00 µm to 40.00 µm at 10 nm steps. At each z
position, 100 images are acquired, and then the averaged intensity images are calculated. The
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of raw images is defined as the ratio of the averaged intensity inside
the ring 𝑃𝑠 and the averaged intensity outside the ring 𝑃𝑛 . For all images collected through this
temporal focusing two-photon microscope, the integration time of EMCCD is set at 3 ms, and the
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number of photons received on each pixel can be calculated by multiplying the pixel intensity level
and photon count ratio. The pixel level is a 16-bit digital value recorded by the camera software
and can be read out by image processing software such as ImageJ. The photon count ratio is a
parameter that can be tuned in the camera software when recording video. This photon count ratio
is set at 500 when taking the experimental images, and the maximum number of photons detected
by one pixel in the ring PSF is about 25×106.
4.2 Methodology
The flowchart of our algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1. The approach is to first preprocess
the raw image to retain the region of interest (outermost ring) and crop out other parts. Manual
segmentation of large number of images is neither accurate nor practical. Two subroutines are
developed for automatic preprocessing as shown in the first box (rough center localization) and
the second box (rough radius estimation) of Figure 4.1. After the first two steps, ellipse fitting
subroutine is executed to calculate the lengths of the long and short axes shown as in the third box.

Figure 4.1: Flowchart of proposed particle localization algorithm
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4.2.1 Rough Center Localization
To utilize the two-fold rotational symmetry in an ellipse, the first step in rough center
estimation is to determine the symmetrical axis in four directions by calculating the correlation
between the original image and a new image obtained from the original image after 180° rotation.
For a given raw image I, four equally spaced radial directions with polar angles at 0°, 45°, 90°,
135° respectively are chosen. For each direction a series of parallel lines 𝑙1,2,3,…,𝑛 are tested as the
centrosymmetric axis by calculating symmetric correlation coefficients 𝑐𝑖 (𝑖 = 1 … 𝑛) as:
𝑐𝑖 =

W
̅
̅
∑H
x=1 ∑y=1(I(x,y)−I)×(Ir (x,y)−Ir )

W
W
H
̅ 2
̅
√[∑H
x=1 ∑y=1(I(x,y)−I)] ×[∑x=1 ∑y=1(Ir (x,y)−Ir )]

2

(7)

where I and Ir denote pixel intensities in the original image and the new image after 180°
rotation, I̅ is the average intensity, H and W are the height and width of images.
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Figure 4.2: Rough center localization. (a)~(d) shows the distribution of correlation in four
directions, 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees, respectively. Horizontal axis is the index of parallel line.
The red dot in each figure marks the peak of 𝑐𝑖 , and the numbers in brackets show index 𝑖 value
and the maximal correlation coefficient. (e) The original image with four blue lines indicating the
symmetrical axes in four directions. (f) The magnified view of (e). The red circle indicates the
estimated center.
The variation of

𝑐𝑖 versus 𝑖 in all four directions are shown Figure 4.2a-d, respectively,

and the line with maximum correlation coefficient is the symmetry axis in that direction (red points
in Fig. 2(a)-(d)). The symmetry axis in each direction is represented as:
y = K d x + Cd , d = 0, 45, 90, 135

(8)

Ideally these lines intersect exactly at the center. However, due to noise this does not
happen as shown in the zoomed in image near center (Figure 4.2e and 4.2f). We determine the
center based on least squares model, which searches for a pixel (x, y) that has the minimum sum
of Euclidean distances Dsum to all four lines by the following equation:
|K x−y+Cd |
Dsum (x, y) = ∑d d
√1+K2d

(9)

Apparently, Dsum achieves minimum at (xs , ys ) when the following two criteria are met
simultaneously:
∂Dsum (xs ,ys )
∂x
{∂D (xs ,y )
sum s s
∂ys

=0
=0

(10)

Therefore, (xs , ys ) is the rough center coordinates (red circles in Figure 4.2e and 4.2f).
4.2.2 Rough Radius Estimation
Based on the center found above, a histogram based radius estimation algorithm is applied.
Figure 4.3a gives a schematic demonstration of calculating the distance-to-center histogram. For
all the pixels that have equal Euclidean distance (D0) to the center (xs , ys ) marked with a red
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cross, the average pixel intensity I0 was calculated and plotted as a function of D0 in Fig. 4.3b. If
the noise level is low, this histogram curve should have a peak as the average pixel intensity
reaches its maximum value when the Euclidean distance to center equals the radius. However,
high-frequency noises appear in this histogram and this peak is not identifiable. In order to remove
these noises without greatly distorting the signal, Savitzky-Golay (SG) filter is applied to smooth
the histogram by a 597-point quadratic polynomial (Savitzky et al., 1964). Compared to other
methods such as derivative calculation and wavelet transform (WT), SG filter performs a fast lestsquare-fit convolution procedure by setting only two parameters: the width of the smoothing
window and the degree of the smoothing polynomial, which significantly saves computation costs
with fewer manual parameter settings (Li et al., 2015). Rough radius R 0 is calculated by finding
the local maximum of the smoothed curve (red dot in Figure 4.3b).
a

b

Figure 4.3: Rough radius estimation. (a) Schematic graph interprets the histogram. Given a
distance (D0) to center (xs, ys), the corresponding averaged intensity is calculated by the average
intensities of all pixels whose Euclidean distances to center equal to D0. (b) Blue and magenta
curves represent the original histogram and S-G filtering result. The horizontal coordinate of red
solid dot indicates the radius.
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4.2.3 Ellipse Fitting
With the estimated center (xs , ys ) and radius R 0 known, most of the background region
can be excluded from calculation except the region of interest (the ring) which was determined by
Equation 11:
(x − xs )2 + (y − ys )2 ∈ [(R 0 − b)2 , (R 0 + b)2 ]

(11)

The parameter b is the half width of the ring, and is empirically set as 5 pixels in this
experiment. The equation of an ellipse is represented by an implicit second order polynomial:
E(P; X) = P T ∙ X = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 + dx + ey + f = 0

(12)

where P = [a, b, c, d, e, f]T and X = [x 2 , xy, y 2 , x, y, 1]T . In a 2D image each pixel coordinate is
represented as (xk , yk ), and the pixel intensity is 𝐼k (k=1…N, N is the total number of data
points). E(P; Xk ) represents the algebraic distance between point Xk and the ellipse E(P; X) =
0. According to least-square criterion, the optimal ellipse fitting can be achieved by minimizing
the sum of squared algebraic distance of all

N data points to the ellipse (Equation 13), and the

optimal coefficient vector P0 is achieved when such error is minimal as shown in Equation 14.
2
Da (P) = ∑N
k=1 E(P; X k )
P0 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 Da (P)

(13)
(14)

P

After the background is cropped out, there are still noises inside the rings. Intuitively pixels
with higher intensity are more likely to be the real signal and pixels with lower intensity tend to
be noise. Therefore, a weight factor 𝑤𝑘 is implemented to enhance signal and suppress noise:
𝑤𝑘 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝐼𝑘 𝑐 )

(15)

where 𝑐 is a positive parameter to control the weight among pixels with low (noise) and high
(signal) intensities. We empirically set 𝑐=10. Now the squared algebraic distance with weight
factor from the ellipse to N data points is represented as:
2
Da (P) = ∑N
k=1 𝑤𝑘 ∗ E(P; X k )

(16)

While finding the polynomial coefficient vector P by minimizing Da (P), some constraint
is needed in order to avoid the trivial solution P = 𝟎𝟔 and several possible solutions representing
the same ellipse. In general, constraints can be expressed in the matrix form of
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P T CP = 1, where

C is a 6×6 constraint matrix. Here, Bookstein constraint, one type of Euclidean-invariant
constraints, is implemented by the following matrix equation (Kesaniemi et al., 2017):
1 0 0
0 1⁄2 0 𝟎𝟑×𝟑
PT [
]P = 1
0 0 1
𝟎𝟑×𝟑
𝟎𝟑×𝟑

(17)

Now the minimization of Equation 16 can be solved by considering rank deficient
generalized eigenvalue system with a Lagrange multiplier λ:
S T SP = 𝜆CP

(18)

where S = [X1 , X2 , … , XN ]T. P is solved by calculating generalized eigenvectors of Equation 18
under the constraint of Equation 17 (Fitzgibbon et al., 1999). Fig. 4.4 shows an example of the
fitting with P = [0.0036, 0.0004, 0.0035, -0.4796, 0.4329, 30.3565]T.
a
b

Figure 4.4: Weighted least square ellipse fitting. (a) Original image. (b) Ellipse fitting based on
ring cropping of (a). The red solid curve in (b) is the optimal solution.
4.3 Computational Results
The performance of this algorithm is first tested on simulated noisy images, and the
algorithmic error is evaluated with a method developed in Ref. 6. Simulated rings with intensity
obeying Gaussian distribution are considered as ideal noise-free images (Iideal), the long and short
axes are L and S with center at (xs , ys ). Simulated noisy images (Inoisy) with artificially added
Poisson noises to Iideal spanning a range of SNR are used to evaluate this algorithm. Figure 4.5
shows three simulated noisy images with SNR at 1.05, 1.5, and 2 respectively. The algorithmic
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error is defined as the difference between algorithm outputs from Inoisy and real ring parameters
from Iideal. For purpose of brevity, only the algorithmic error of horizontal axis (∆R) and center
coordinate (∆xs , ∆ys ) are displayed in figures.
In the first test, different levels of Poisson noises ranging from SNR = 1.01 to 2 at interval
of 0.1 are added. At each SNR level 1000 test images are generated. The mean of absolute value
of algorithmic error (red circle dots) and standard deviation (blue plus signs) of algorithmic error
at different SNR levels are plotted in Figure 4.6a. Furthermore, since the SNR of experimental raw
images is around 1.05, we calculate the mean of absolute value of algorithmic error (red circle
dots) and standard deviation (blue plus signs) of error in a fine range from SNR = 1.01 to 1.1 with
interval 0.01 (Figure 4.6b). The data of such 1000 images at SNR level of 1.05 is shown in Figure
4.6c. The errors, ∆R, ∆xs , and ∆ys in these 1000 experiments are randomly distributed with
standard deviation of 9.69 nm, 7.62 nm, and 7.51 nm with corresponding parameters in Iideal as 0.
These tests show that under the current image SNR around 1.05, we have approximately 95%
confidence to expect the algorithmic error for R, xs , and ys to be around 20 nm, 15 nm, and 15
nm respectively.
a

b

c

Figure 4.5: Simulated noisy images at different levels of SNR. (a) SNR = 1.05. (b) SNR = 1.5. (c)
SNR = 2.
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This algorithm is further applied on real microscopic images. Figure 4.7a-c show raw
experimental images at depth 20 µm, 35 µm, and 50 µm, respectively and Figure 4.7d and 4.7e
show the distribution of SNR for all raw images in group #1 and group #2, respectively. The mean
of SNR is 1.045 with standard deviation 0.032 in group #1 and the mean of SNR is 1.051 with
standard deviation 0.008 in group #2. The elliptical long and short radii for both two experimental
groups are displayed in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b respectively. In a long range the relationship of radius
vs. z is not linear, however, in a short range it shows better linearity. The ratio of long axis over
short axis is about 1.02, indicating the aspect ratio of ellipse. Apparently the fluctuations of the
calculated radii of rings are much larger than the means and standard deviations in test images
(Figure 4.6). The most possible reason is the mechanical instability of the microscope, since it is
not equipped with feed-back control.
To estimate the mechanical instability, the same specimen was kept stationary and imaged
for 20 minutes with a total of 20 images taken at 1 minute interval. The fluctuation of calculated
horizontal radius over time after subtracting average is shown in Figure 4.9. Since at SNR=1.05
the algorithmic error for R, xs , and ys are around 20 nm, 15 nm, and 15 nm (Figure 4.6c), this
shows that the microscope has a fluctuation for R, xs , and ys in round 50 nm. The mean and
standard deviation of Figure 4.6c and Figure 4.9 are summarized in Table 4.1. These tests
demonstrate that mechanical instability is the limiting factor in demining particle position
precision in our current experiments.
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c
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of algorithmic error. (a) Mean and standard deviation of ∆R, ∆xs , and ∆ys
in large SNR range (1.01 to 2 at 0.1 interval). (b) Mean and standard deviation of ∆R, ∆xs , and
∆ys in short SNR range (1.01 to 1.1 at 0.01 interval). Note that at each SNR level in (a) and (b),
1000 test images were conducted. (c) 1000 test results of ∆R, ∆xs , and ∆ys
1.05. The mean SNR of real imaging experimental raw data is 1.05.
a

d

c

b

e

Figure 4.7: Data analysis of experimental raw images
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at SNR level of

b

a

Figure 4.8: Radius vs. depth for (a) group #1 (large range), and (b) group #2 (small range). Red:
long axis, blue: short axis.

Figure 4.9: Mechanical stability measurement for R, xs , and ys .
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All calculations were run on a LenovoTM ideapad 320 laptop computer with an AMD A129720P processor. The average execution time of our proposed localization algorithm for a single
image is shorter than 1.3 s. Please refer to Table 4.2 for more details.
Table 4.1: Mean and standard deviation of ∆R, ∆xs , and ∆ys for simulated images (Figure 4.6c)
and raw experimental images (Figure 4.8)
Mean (nm)

Simulated Images
Experimental Images

Std (nm)

∆R

∆xs

∆ys

∆R

∆xs

∆ys

-0.7

0.2

0.2

9.7

7.6

7.5

/

/

/

25.9

22.8

29.3

Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of computation time for Rough Center Localization (S1),
Rough Radius Estimation (S2), and Ellipse Fitting (S3)
Mean (ms)

Std (ms)

S1

1097.0

48.8

S2

160.9

9.4

S3

12.8

1.4
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In this paper, some of image analysis techniques have been developed to be used on lung
cancer diagnosis and superresolution localization microscopy. Both of them achieved advanced
outcomes compare to state-of-the-art methods. For computer aided lung cancer diagnosis, we
developed a four-step pure CNNs based pulmonary CAD algorithm on thoracic CT scans, which
can automatically and efficiently segmented lung nodules with reasonable amount of FPs. Even
though there is still a performance gap compared to some state-of-the-art methods that involved
much denser 3D convolutional layers with much more complex designs, our results and
evaluations demonstrated the capability of using pure 2D CNNs on a standard workstation to detect
and segment pulmonary nodules with high performance. Such automation and efficiency
significantly facilitate the translation from scientific researches to real applications on the
computerized lung nodule segmentation trend. For the future outlook, further evaluation based on
independent testing dataset is desired to perform a more comprehensive comparison. Besides, for
any 2D detection scheme implemented on volumetric imaging, the model performance is also
critical when being applied across an entire volume. We will assess it in the future. Finally, it is
attractive to implement more advanced 2D CNNs architectures (such as generative adversarial
network in Goodfellow et al., 2014) to further boost the performance.
As for superresolution localization microscopy, we have developed a Deep Matching
method based on convolutional neural networks to improve super resolution localization images.
This method not only significantly improves the localization accuracy in the low SNR range, and
can potentially overcome the practical Cramér-Rao bound of localization accuracy by separating
the signal information from noise. Also it reduces the localization performance variations among
common algorithms by significantly improving the SNR of processed images. In the testing phase,
this CNN architecture is a feed-forward calculation without iteration. The CNN computing time
on a desktop computer is about 78 µs for processing a single image. This CNN process can be
easily adopted by current localization software for improved performance. For real imaging
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experiments this CNN can be trained with raw images as training data, and ground truth PSFs can
be obtained with strong fluorophores e.g. nanoparticles at high SNR levels. The current bottleneck
of most localization algorithms is the detection step which misses almost half of the activated
fluorophores in the low SNR range (Sage et al., 2015). The Jaccard index of current deep learning
based detection is slightly higher than previous methods (Boyd et al., 2018). CNNs could possibly
improve the detection with a generative adversarial network (GAN) structure (Ouyang et al., 2018;
Su et al., 2018). Such improved detection could have a large impact on localization accuracy. One
trend in current localization microscopy imaging is to turn on as many as possible fluorescent
molecules in one imaging frame in order to reduce the imaging time (Huang et al., 2011; Zhu et
al., 2012). Such a high density fluorophore scenario will decrease localization accuracy. Therefore,
implementing CNNs on high density data is attractive. Moreover, from Fig 3.10i, only 61% of the
fluorophores achieve better localization accuracy. The reason is the Deep matching may encounter
over fitting problem. In the future, the hybrid loss function that considers localization error is
desired. In addition, we have developed an advanced algorithm to optimize the precision of
localization in defocused imaging super resolution microscopy. A previous particle tracking work
based on calculation of radial symmetry centers from in-focus super resolution images achieved
near theoretical limits with orders-of-magnitude faster execution time over Gaussian fitting
approach (Parthasarathy, 2012). With improvement of mechanical stability we expect that this
method could achieve nanometer level resolution under current SNR. The advantage of defocused
imaging is the capability of imaging multiple fluorophores at different depth simultaneously. Such
capability allows us to achieve 3D super resolution imaging without PSD engineering. The
challenge is when multiple particles are imaged simultaneously, their PSFs overlap. Further
development is needed for segmentation of overlapping rings in such scenario.
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Appendix: Mutual Information, Fisher Information and Localization
Accuracy
Here, we briefly discuss the information theory on estimation of particle position from
acquired images. In a microscope system, the input θ is the fluorophore position, the output (𝒚𝟏 )
is a pixelated image of the optical system PSF (𝒙) with added Poisson noise (𝒏) (Figure A.1a).
This noisy image (𝒚𝟏 ) is fed into the CNN for processing to obtain a clean image (𝒚𝟐 ) that is
composed of

𝒙, and error (𝒆) from network training and testing. This error 𝒆 is much smaller

than the original noise 𝒏 as shown in Figure 3.3. All θ, 𝒙, 𝒏, and 𝒆 are random variables.
Localization algorithms estimate θ from the measured images 𝒚𝟏 or 𝒚𝟐 . The Cramér-Rao bound
(CRB) of localization accuracy is based on the Fisher information of estimation theory which states
̂ (Ober et al., 2004), i.e.
that there is a lower bound for the variance of any unbiased estimator 𝜽
̂ ) ≥ 𝒥 −1 (𝜽)
var(𝜽
The general expression for the Fisher information 𝓙(𝜽) of estimate is (Kay et al., 2007)
2
𝜕 ln 𝑝(𝒚|𝜽)
) 𝑝(𝒚|𝜽)
𝒥(𝜽) = ∫ (
𝜕𝜽

(19)

(20)

where 𝑝(𝒚|𝜽)is the conditional probability density function of 𝒚 given θ.
Studying the link between estimation theory and other theoretic information quantities
(such as entropy, and mutual information) is going on in two fields, communication channels
(Palomar et al., 2007) and neural computation (Brunel et al., 1998). Mutual information is a
measure of the mutual dependence between two random variables. In a communication channel
model, it measures how much information can be transmitted through a noisy channel reliably
given a certain input signal, whereas the mean squared error (MSE) statistically determines how
accurately input sample can be estimated with the corresponding channel output (Guo et al., 2005).
For an unbiased estimator
̂ ) = 𝐸 [(𝜽
̂ − 𝜽)𝟐 ] = var(𝜽
̂)
MSE(𝜽
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(21)

a

b

Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the microscope and CNN system. (a) The noisy output
image from microscope y1 is used to obtain an estimator

̂1 of the fluorophore position θ, and
𝜽

the CNN processed image y2 is used to obtain another estimator

̂ 2 . (b) Communication channel
𝜽

model of (a).
To simplify the analysis, we transform the microscope and CNN system into an abstract
model of vector communication channels (Figure A.1b). The input θ is fed into the first noisy
channel (without CNN), and the output is an image 𝒚𝟏 . Or this input θ passes through the clean
channel (with CNN) to obtain output 𝒚𝟐 . H is a matrix representing channel transformation, α is
the channel gain coefficient, λ is the channel noise and λ1>λ2. It has been shown that when λ
decreases, mutual information I[θ, y] is a monotonically increasing function for channels with
Gaussian, Poisson and other types of noises (Guo et al., 2005a; Guo et al., 2005b; Guo et al., 2008).
Therefore,
𝐼[𝜽, 𝒚𝟐 ] > 𝐼[𝜽, 𝒚𝟏 ]

(22)

For simple demonstration purpose we calculated the mutual information between y and the
intermediate variable x at SNR = 5 for 1000 images (Figure A.2). The mean and standard deviation
for 𝐼[𝒙′ , 𝒚𝟏 ] are 1.007 and 0.219, and the mean and standard deviation for 𝐼[𝒙′ , 𝒚𝟐 ] are 1.875
and 0.208. This numerical calculation empirically demonstrates Equation 22.
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Figure A.2: Mutual information (MI) between the ideal PSF and the noisy image 𝐼[𝜽, 𝒚𝟏 ], and the
CNN processed clean image 𝐼[𝜽, 𝒚𝟐 ].
For Gaussian communication channels, there is a direct link between mutual information
and minimum MSE (MMSE) (Guo et al., 2005a):
d
d 𝑆𝑁𝑅

1

𝐼(𝜽, 𝒚 = √𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑯𝜽 + 𝒏) = 2 MMSE(𝑆𝑁𝑅)

(23)

where n is the vector noise. MMSE is the lower bound of MSE, which is equivalent to the inverse
of Fisher information (Cover et al., 2006). Since MMSE is always positive,𝑰(𝜽, √𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑯𝜽 + 𝒏)
is a monotonically increasing function with SNR. For Poisson channels, although no such direct
relationship is obtained, it shows a similar trend (Guo et al., 2008). If the second order derivative
𝑑2
d 𝑆𝑁𝑅 2

𝐼(𝜽, 𝒚) is always negative, MMSE(SNR) is a monotonically decreasing function with SNR,

which means when SNR increases the MMSE is decreasing. This has been shown in the Gaussian
channel case. For Poisson channels, numerical calculations show that when the channel gain 𝛼 =
√𝑆𝑁𝑅 is not small (>1, with noise level set as 1), the second order derivative

𝑑2
d 𝑆𝑁𝑅 2

𝐼(𝜽, 𝒚)

always has negative values. This result shows that when SNR increases, the accuracy of
localization algorithm with 𝒚𝟐 can overcome the practical CRB limit (CRB3) which is calculated
with 𝒚𝟏.
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